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CHAP'IFR I 
S'!ATEMEl'lT OF THE P30BLEM 
Introducti on 
At present in our society there is an increased emphasis upon obtaining 
advanced training beyond the hipft school level. Students who would not or 
could not, for various reasons, attend a four year college look to the junior 
college for their advanced training. The extent to which there is an increase 
in the junior college enrollment wi 11 depend, to a very great extent, on the 
development of more junior colleges. 
The trend for devE~lopmont of more junior colleges is ever increasing. 
The enrollments in four year colleges are becoming so overwhelming that 
students are being encouraged to spend their first year or two in a junior 
college. The increase in the percentage of high school students entering 
college will probably affect junior colleges more than four year colleges 
because of the economics of additional education. 
The emphasis on the community service role of the junior college has 
increased prop:ram revisions and new offerings which will enlarge the effect-
iveness of junior college curricula. 
Host public two year colleges today will enrell any person eighteen year 
or older. As a result of this the junior college freshman els85 is often a 
heterogeneou E' group. In academic range it can exten<1 from the gifted student 
to the disadvantaged ~:outh performing at a low reading level. Between these 
1 
extremes are found students with a varia ty of' ab! 11 ty levels, talent, 
apti tudes, and motivations. 1 
2 
The open-door policy has become almost inevitable in an age which 
requires more ano more education bayonn high school as a requirements fer 
employment. Too often, ho",cver! the open-door becomes a revolvlng door for 
tr.anjl studenta. 
BvelJ beginning freshman facee an emotional as 'Well as an academic 
challenge in his movement from high school to college. He is eager and 
idealistic as he begins his college career. He wante a fresh start, a new 
Ufe, and a successful experience. i'lany of these freshmen are less 
academically capable, less mature emotionally and more vulnerable to pressures 
and disappointments. After enrolling, the freshman may find his goals have 
not been realistic and then may become unsure of himself and his values. He 
may \jish help but not know where to go for help or lack the confidence to ask 
for help.2 
[·lanjl of the students who enroll in junior colleges do not complete their 
work. Th~1 may go through all pre-enrollment t,esting and counseling, but 
never enter classes. They may leave in the middle of a semester or more 
likely at the end of a semester. Do these students leave to attend another 
institution of higher learning? Are they using the junior college as 8 wai ti.n . 
room for admission elsewhere? Do they .find the college work too ciff1cul t? 
--_._--- ~-----------------
lElwood N. Chapr.:an, So You're a Colle~e Freshman (Chicago, Ill.: faience 
Pesearch Associates, Inc. ;-1907), p:- iv. .. -
2rbid. 
-
3 
Do the required courses discourage them? Ie it a problem of programming? Is 
it the offer of a full-time job? 
Hopefully some of these questions can be answered as a result of this 
study, with epecif1c reference to the eight junior colleges in the C1 ty of 
Chicago. 
Purpose of This study 
In the days 'When the number of students enrolled 'Was emall, anc the 
curriculum was limited, there was not much of a problem of choice making on thE 
part of the student. The homogenei ty of yeaterday's student body has chanrrec 
to a heterogeneous one today. The antI}' of many new curricula has increased 
the number of courses. The problem of making a 'Wise choice of curriculum and 
courseS has become a eerious one for the student. 
Problems of adjustment to their educational programs are typically rated 
b~ students a8 their most common and pressing problems. Meyer anc Harmelly 
made a study of the nature of problems of junior ccllege students, and found 
the ~~st serious of all problems confronting jurrlor college students was the 
matter of deciding on a suitable curriculum.) 
One might expect that students choose curricula which 'Will best prepare 
them for their chosen careers. \,,;e also might expect that the students' 
chOices are based on their perception of their own skills, abilities, and 
personel values which are related to a choice of careers. Each student has 8. 
---------------------------------------------.---------------.--------------~ 
3A. N. MEI~'er ane Pobert .J. Hannel1y, "The Stucent Personnel Pro!,:ram," 
Th,!. Publ"g Junior ,folIage, ad. Nelson E. Henry, Fifty-fift.h !~!>.:-hl)t:"k of tho 
Na h ona 1 Soc i e ty for tha study of Educa ti on , Par t I ( Ch i c ago, Ill.: The 
UniverSity of Chicago Press, 1956), pp. lSl-212. 
4 
more or less realistic view of his own academic abilitJ. Just ho\.! closel)' a 
student's own perception of his abilities corresponds to the perception of his 
abilities held by others is another matter.4 
Time after time students who have average or below average academic 
records in high school anci low admission test scores indicat.e their desire to 
embark upon pre-professional programs. 1tihen the admissions counselor attempts 
to help them relate their prior academic achievement and test scoree to the 
requirements for such curricula, he enoounters disbelief and resistance. The 
students inSist they will do better if given a chance; after all, they were 
never really forced to study while in high school and now they are in college 
a new leaf will be turned over. Despite their conviction that their motives 
are realistic and attainable, they are demonstrating the need for identificatio~ 
with important status objects acclaimed as wholesome and good qy society. 
Students, then see the two year college as an opportunity school which offers 
c:; 
them the same royal road to material success as does the four year college.; 
Unrealistic identification with status occupations leads many stUdents 
to college transfer programs when, in terms of their abilities and demonstra-
ted achievement, they ought to be in technical or vocstior.l courses. 
Many individuals working at the junior college level stress the need for 
4Robert L. Isaacson, "A Model for Students' Curricular ChOices," 
Improvi~ Collese ~ ~nivereity feaching, XII (Spring, 1964), 105-110. 
SClyde E. Blocker, Robert H. Plummer, ane Richard C. Fichardson, Jr. The i§65 jear College: .A Social ~nthesi8 (Englewood Cl1ffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 
J pp7'iiB-ll9.- - - . 
p 
inforrration as to "ha.t becomes of students 'Who do not go to four yea.r insti tu-
tiona. It is also noted that there is a lack of research as to the academic 
advising given to junior college stUdents. The purpose of this study is to 
combine these two sreas through a follcrw-up study of the September, 1963 enter-
ing full-time freshmen of the eight Chicago City Junior colleges. 
It is hoped that this study ~ill aid in assessing ~hat became of the 
entering full-time freshmen :four years later. 
1. \'ibat are they doing? 
a.. What occupations are they pursuing? 
b. Have they received education elsewhere? 
c. If they have additional education, Trihere did they obtain it and 
what kind of education? 
2. v:here applioable, their reasons for withdrawing from Chicago City 
College? 
3. \·/hat evaluation of the Student Personnel Services do senior 1nsti tu-
tion students and Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science r.;raduates 
give? 
4. What evaluation of Student Personnel Services do t~chnical students 
give? 
5. 'v.:hat evaluation of Student Personnel Services do certificate students 
give? 
6. ".'hat evaluation of Student Personnel Services do ASSOCiate of Arts 
Mots graduates give? 
7. \-bat evaluation of' Student Persomel Services do students give who ha( 
not completed the junior college program? 
-CHAP'fEF II 
CHICAGO JUNIOF COLUllE SYSTEM 
Historioal Development 
1he development of the Chicago City College syst~m began in 1911 when 
\,Jilliam J. Barthol! of Crane Technical High School and viilliam J. Bogan of 
Lane Technical High School offered post high school courses in their schools. 
They felt that many able students were unable to continue their education 
because of limited finances. In 1914 Senn High School began offering similar 
6 
courses. 
~. 1917 Crane Technical High School alene offered the post high school 
courses, and in that year was fully accredited by the North Central Associa-
tion. Because of his leadership in developing and maintaining post high school 
work l'illiam J. Partholf has been called "the father of the Chicago Ci~' Junior 
7 College." 
The curricula offered were pre-professional courses in education, mec:. cine' 
law, engineering, and allled technical subjects. Also offered were basiC 
courses in commerce, administration, and vocational subjects related to the 
6Chicago Board of Education, 50th AnniversarY Chica!~ C~t~ ~~ 9011e[e 
(Chicago: Chicago Board of Education, 1961), p. 1. 
7Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
6 
7 
student's interest.8 
Crane Junior College was dropped from the ~lorth Central approved list in 
19)0. The school had grown too fast and there were inadequacies in staff1np" 
facilities, and record keeping. The faculty was not unaware of this~ but the 
superintendent and school board were under great pressure to economize. B 
In 1931, after the retirement of Eartholf, the junior college was re-
organi7ed and the administration separated from the high school. Dr. L. 
Leonard Hancock was _ppointed Dean of the Junior College, and associate deans 
were appointed for each of the major divisions of the college.lO 
The legality of the Junior College in the public school s~yetem was being 
questioneci and on December 9, 1931, the legislature approved an amendment to 
the 1909 act for the establishment and maintenance of a system of free schools. 
The Board of Education was authorized to: 
"manage and provide for the maintenance of not more than one junior 
college, consisting of or offering not more than two years of college 
work beyond the four year course of accredited ~gh schools, as a 
part of the public school system of the oi ty. ,,1 
An economy move was made b;y the Beare of' Education in July, 1933, and t.ho 
Junior College was among a number of school services which were abolished. 
e~., p. 3. 
9Elbert K. Fretwell, Jr'., IfE.;;J ... ablism.ng B. Junior College, II The Public 
Junior Collose, ed. Nelson B. Henry, p. 27L.. - -,-~ 
10 Chicago Board of Education, 5Qt.!! ~1ver8a1J. Chl;cago f~:'.l JUnior £0!1ege, 
p. 3. 
llIbid. 
-
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Many of Chicago's leading citizens protested this action and the citizen groups 
presented facts and arguments to the Board of Education. \'I'itbin six months the 
Board of Education reversed its decision on the public junior college.l2 
The next year, September, 1934, three branches were opened t Chioago City 
Junior College, Wright Branch (Northwest); Chicago City Junior College, Wilson 
Branch (South); and Chioago City Junior College, Herzl Branch (west).13 
A Corom! ttee of administrators frODl the Unlverei ty of nUnois official}J' 
accredited the Junior College in 19)6. Accreditation from the North Central 
Association was obtained in 1941.14 
funng the years ot World ~':ar II, enrollments declined and adjustments 
were made by moving the Herzl and lJright branches and maki.ng their bui.ldinr;s 
15 
available to the government for its training programs. 
The use ot the Wright anc! Herzl buildings was regained early in 1946. 
Fet'lming veterans ewelled enrollments. The school day was extended from fi :00 
A.M. to 10:00 P.M. Evening programs of junior college work were carried on at 
Schurz, Austin, and Englewood High Schools and in 1948 were transferred to the 
Chicago City Junior COllege.16 
In 1954 the Herzl Branoh was moved to the Crane Technical High School 
building, and renamed Crane Junior College. A pertee of expansion began in 
1956 and new branches were opened.17 
l2Ibid • 
-
15 ~., p. 10. 
l3Ibi<!., p. 8. 
l6Ibid • 
l41bid. 
17 !?12. ., p. 5. 
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September, 1956, the Amundsen Branoh of the Chicago City Junior College 
(North) was opened in the Amundsen High School trodlding.18 At the same time 
the offering of credit courses through the media of open circuit television ~as 
begun. The experiment was suocessful and the 'IV college has remained .19 
February, 1957 the Southeast Branch (Southeast) was opened in the Chicago 
Vocational High School building. 20 
February, 1958, the Fenger Branch (Southwest) 'Was opened in the Fenger High 
School Building. 21 
:'€ptember, 1960, the Bogan Branch (South'west) 'Was opened in the Bogan High 
School bu1lding.22 
In 1962 a seventeen story building 'Was purchased in Chicagots "Loop," the 
busine~s center of the city, and in the Fall of 1962 the Loop campus opened. 
This brought the number of campuses to eight plue the TV college. 23 A map 
indicating the locations of the Chicago City College branches 1s shown in 
Appendix A (page ). 
The Chicago City Junior College converted to a trimester program in 
September, 1962. Under this program, the school year comprised three sixteen 
week trimesters. The Fall trimester began in September; the ",linter tri.mester 
began in Jarru.ary; the Spring trimest.,r began in May. The campuses of the 
18Ibid ., p. 17. 
21Ibi~. 
19!!:.!2., p. 16. 
2?'Ibid. 
20Ib1d., p. 17. 
-
23Clifford G. Erickson, "Multi-Campus Operation in the Big City," Junior ~l1ege Journal, XlV (October, 1964), 18. 
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college he.d the option of dividing the third trimester into two eight week 
terms. Also, at their option was the offering of a special twelve week 
program, four \:eeks after the beginning of the ,:inter trimester, for mid-year 
hieb Echool graduates. 2h 
On ,Jul~ 1, 1966, the Chicago Ci t~ ,Tunior College was transferred from the 
direction of the Board of Education to the Board of Junior College District 
#508, County of Cook and State of Illinois. At that time the name was 
officially changed to Chicago C1 ty College. 
The Board of Junior College District #508 adopted a semester calendar tor 
Chicago City College, effective September 5, 1966. 25 
~he Office of Research and Evaluation whioh offered its assistance and 
avei lable information to enable this research to be conducted had ita name 
changed to the Office 01' Instruotional Servioes in September, 1967. 
Administrative Organization - 1963 
The activities of the multi-campuses were coordinated by a central inter-
campus administration headed by an executive dean. A council of deane, 
conSisting of the executive dean and several campus deans, discussed, revised, 
and approved educational pollcies affecting all campuses. A dean of television 
instruction to all campuses and on open circuit throughout the city. An office 
of institutional researoh and evaluation provided services to all campuses. 
Faculty recruitment took place at the separate oampuses, but the oentral office 
24 
Chicago City College Catalos, 1967-68, p. 24. 
25 ~., p. 3. 
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coordinated these efforts, and approved recommendations for hiring, tenure, 
and promotion.26 
Curriculum - 1963 
fue t.o its organization, the mlti-campus Chicago City Junior College was 
able to develop new campuses and special programs to meet the needs of 
particular communi ties. 
A common catalog, presenting the programs of several oampuses has been 
used since the origin of the multi-campus in 1934. The catalog provided an 
organi2ed program for immediate use by a new campus. It included basic courses 
dven on all caq:msea and having CORnon objectives, and specialized courses 
offered at certain campuses. Experienced faculty from existing campuses were 
used at new campuEes to aSlUre a quaU ty program from the beginning. A common 
time schedule of classes made 1 t possible for television inst.ruction to bring 
27 the best of the faculty to all campuses. 
All campuses offered common transfer and terminal curricula in such fields 
as business, but each faculty had the opportunity to offer programs 
particularly suited to its community. Campus specialization was desirable in 
the technical curricula. The Crane campus, located near a large medical 
center, developed health science curricula. BUsiness curricula are centered at 
the Loop oampus. Experimental programs were begun at a single campus and when 
well established could be extended to other campuses. 28 
26 Erickson, ppe 19-20. 
27~ •• p. 20. 
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The curricula were developed to include certain common core elements in 
general education and a core of field-related electives. The cores, common to 
several curricula, lead to sequences in specialization. This could enable 
students to begin their work at one campus and transfer to another campus for 
a specialized program. 29 
Special Programs for the Undereducated 
Due to its open-door policy, many of the students ~ho register in junior 
college do not qualifY for regular college level work. In the Chicago Junior 
College Eystem these students are enrolled in the Basic Program. This program, 
one year of pre-college work in reading, writing, speaking, social SCience, and 
humanities, provides an educational experience even for those who do net 
qualify for regular college work at the end of the year. The number who 
qualify for regular college work, at the completion of the Basic Program, 
varies, but on one oampus 88 many as thirty per cent did quali~ • .30 
In addition to the Basic Program, all campuses offer remedial courees, in 
order that inadequately prepared students may qualify for regular college work. 
"In this loiay standards are maintained in the regular college courses without 
denying educational opportunities to persons with previous education mis-
fortunes.lt)l 
13 
Objectives, 1962 - 1963 
The major objectives of junior college education 88 set forth in the 
catalog of 1962-1963 were as follows: 
"1. To provide the first two years of training for students 'Who 
expect to complete a four year college education; 
2. To provide pre-professional education for students who expect 
to pursue professional curricula in higher institutions of 
learning; 
3. To provide semi-professional education for students who expect 
to enter directly into commerce or industrYJ 
L.. To develop those understandings, skills, values, and atH tuc1ee 
desirable for effective 11 ving in contemporary society by means 
of a well-organized program of General E<iucation.,,32 
Admission Requirements 
students 'Were admitted to the Junior College who were graduates of 
accredited high schools, transfers from other colleges, or special students, 
nineteen years of age or older. Graduates from high school were adroj.tted on 
the baSis of their high school records (transcripts). Transfer students also 
had to supply transcripts of prior college work. 33 
Students who had poor scholastic re~ords in other colleges were ad~~ttedt 
upon" valuation, on probation for one term. 
Students, nineteen years or older, who did not fulfill admiSSion require-
ments, could be admitted as special students, provided th~' showed good cause 
tor admission. 
Effective September, 1963, all new freshmen students had to take the A.C.::r 
32 
c~~ Chica~o ~i~Junivr COlle,s Catalo~e, 1962-1963 (Chicago, Ill.: 
U4cago BOar 0 cat1on,'196~ , p: 14-
~~ 
"~., PP. 14-15. 
14 
program test through their high achool)4 
Tuition 
Students who are legal residents of Chicago paid no tuition, non-residents 
students were charged $17.00 per semester hour of credit. 
student Personnel Service 
The Department of Personnel Service of the Junior College was available to 
help the students with individual problems. When the student entered a special 
effort was ~de to beoome acquainted with the student's abilities and interests 
through personal interviews, educational and mental tests, and questionnaires. 
Using the information acquired, counselors endeavored to assost students to 
plan eduoational programs, to make vocational choices, and other decisions 
brought about by personal problems. 3$ 
Freshmen were given speoial attention during their first semester. 
"An orientation olass is proVided to familiarize at,udenta with the 
services available at the College, to give information concerning 
College regulations and requirements, to interest them in the 
student activities program, and to consIder probleme regarding 
aptitudes and abilities relating to vooational choioes. In addition, 
each student is interviewed personally by a oounselor who assists him 
in beooming aoquainted with the College and in making decisions with 
referenoe to ll),Ore intimate ai tuationa that concern him as an 
indiVidual. ,,)6 
Vocational Guidance and Placement Services 
Individual testing was used in an effort to appraise the interests, 
apti tudes and capacities of the student. Vocationa, in terms of job 
3SIbid., p. 17. 
-' 
36Ibid • 
» 
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opportuni ties, occupational trends, and the student' 8 characteristics, were 
explored through personal interviews. 'Ihe student was given ass:tstarlce in 
planning a program of education to aohieve the oareer objective chosen. 37 
The Plaoement Counselor assisted in placj.ng graduates in full-time work 
and aided students in obtaining part-time work during the school )'ear and 
summer vacations.38 
Student's Program 
The full-time sohedule was usual~ five courses (16 to Ie credit hours), 
but a student could take only one course if desired. 39 
Requirements for the ASBociate in Arts Degree 
"Students are eligible for graduation on satisfactory completion of sixty 
semester hours of academic credit, plus one hour of credit in physical educa-
tion for each semester of a full-time program as fellows: 
COIlrse 
English 101 and one other course in communication 
Social Science, 101, 102 
Biology 101, 102, or 111, 112 
Physical Science 101, 102, or Home Economics 
Humanities 201, 202 
Physical Education 
Electives 
Semester Hours 
5 or 6 
6 
6 or 8 
6 
6 
Otc4 
28 to 31,,40 
Students are required to maintain an average grade of ftC" (2.00 grade 
pOint average) in the academic courses. "All courses trust be numbored 101 or 
h1gher. n41 
)8
rbi , .. . tJ. 
---
40!.bid., p. 21 
41Ibid • 
-
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Requirements for Diploma 
Students who completed sixty hours of academic work but did not meet the 
specific requirements for the Associate of Arts degree ware elig:tble to receive 
42 
a diploma. 
Classification of Students 
Classification of students was made according 
Freshman B 
Freshman A 
Sophomore P 
Sophomore A 
42 ~., p. 22. 
43Ibid • 
-
to the fo llowing cri taris t 4.-
58_star Hours of Credit 
"(5. '1:4--
25 - 28 
29 - 44 
45 - 64 
CHAPTER TIl 
REVlEVJ OF RELATED LITEFATUPE 
Introduction 
Surveys are made before the establishment of junior colleges t.o assess 
the need for this type of an institution and to determine the type of curr1cul. 
the junior college should offer. Once the institution has been established 1 t 
1s just as important to conduct research to evaluate the college program. 
Thomas J. O'Connor states that the three basic concepts of research in 
follow-up studies, ~hether based on the total program or a particular segment 
of the program, are: 
"1) clarifying what the college is attempting to do; 
2) identifying the important task. among its many 
activities; and 3) evaluating the effectiveness of its 
programs and eftorts. n44 
O'Connor further states that, "Follow-up studies serve to measure effect-
iveness of instruction, curriculum, and student personnel services.,,4S 
Lawrence G. Derthick, CommiSSioner of Education in 1956, stated that the 
junior college makes education available to manw who would never continue 
education beyond high school. It screens those whose amb1tions and interests 
In 44.ntOlllaS J. O'Connor, Follow-uE Studies in Junior Colleges: A Tool for 
~!t1 tut.1onal lmerovement (Waiiiington;" D.C.: American Associahon -ofJiiniOr 
lages, 19~5', p. 10. . 
45_Ibid ., p. 11. 
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are unrealistic, in view of their aptitudes and capabilities, and offers them 
al ternate programs. 'lbe junior college offers pre-professional programs in 
basic fields, and provides more opportunity for the college and universities to 
stress upper diVision and graduate work. It is more sensi tiTe to occupational 
changes and can provide for vocational training, vocational upgrading, and 
training for those in 'Whose fields employment has been ohanged due to automa-
tion and/or technological change. It provides general education to improve the 
individual as a worker, a person, and a responsible citizen. The junior 
college serves the oommunity in providing adult eduoation in specifio cultural, 
artistiC, and educational areas.l6 
The junior college eXists to provide eduoational advantages to a student 
body. The extent to whioh it is suocessful is certainly an area 'Worthy of 
assessment. 
The area of research of this study involves the follow-up of an entire 
entering full-time freshmen class in a junior college system that offers 
transfer and terminal programs. 
There have been studies of the transfer students' success in the four year 
colleges, which have incorporated the junior college student. Studies, were 
noted, that dealt wi th the chOice of trade undertaken by students entering 
junior colleges that offered only training in terminal trade programs. 
These studies, though useful, are limited in their approach when disoueeic 
18 related to all entering junior college students, regardless of program. It 
46 
L. Q. Derthick, ''The Expanding Role of the Junior College, tt Junior 
£011.88 Journa!, XXVIII (December, 1957), 185. 
19 
is for this reason that research studies that apply specifica1~T to junior 
colleges that offer transfer and terminal programs will be emphasi7ed. 
Studies of Junior College Students 
D'Amico and Prahl made a study of Flint Junior College graduates of 1953-
56. They were eent questionnaires requesting information on furt.her education, 
occupations, and cultural interests, all with specific reference to prior 
junior college training. This data ~as combined with achievement and aptitude 
data. we to the lack of a representative sample (L6% return) the following 
conclusions were drawn: 1) the dropout rate seema considerably higher than 
that found at four year institutional 2) students chose the junior college for 
economic reasons; 3) those who graduate from the junior co lIege stand a good 
chance of succeeding at a four year institution, women more eo than menJ L) 
job placement facilities could be expanded; and 5) a need to include in the 
college program further training and experience in civic and political activi-
t1es. 47 
Berg in his follow-up ot students leaVing Everett Washington Junior 
College between 19L8-58 showed that eigh~ per cent of the entering students 
choae transfer programs, although only L7.3 per cent actually transferred. 
Intention to complete requirements for the baecalaurate degree was expressed 
47 Louis A. D'Amico and Marie R. Prahl, "A Follow-up ot Educational, ~O~.t1ona1, and Activity Pursuits of Students Graduated From Flint Junior 
o lege, 1953-54," Junio~ C~lleJte Journa!, XXIX (April, 1959), 474-77. 
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~' fifty-six per cent of the students.US 
Pesearch on dropouts has been minimal. After students drop from c~11ege, 
they are difficult to contact and do not give further reasons or causes for 
their wi thdra'Wal. If the student wi thdra'Ws unofficially, or leaves at the end 
of the semester, it is difficult to assess his reason for doing so since he 
has no further contact with the junior college. 
r·~atson compared the characteristics of two hundred and seventeen students 
'Who withdrew from public junior colleges with others who remained in school. 
She discovered that there was very little difference between the two groups 
with regard to sex, marital status, veteran status, high school attended, 
socio-economic status, academic aptitude, or grade point average. She stated 
the possibility that the student who withdraws lacks a sense of belonging or 
identification with the collele.49 
ij.'hat does a junior college student want from a two-year college? It was 
found that the junior college student wants the following: 
1. Visible personal identification as a college student. 
2. Peer relationship and identification. 
3. Need for status and security encourages him to seek 
identification with a status oocupation or CUrriculum. 
4. JYnancipation froll hoae and parents &8 is so apparent 
among students in tour year institutions. 
48Flodney K. Berg, itA Follow-up Study of Students Leaving the Everett 
Waahington Junior College Between 1948 and 1958" (unpublished Doctoral 
dB1.oillertation, University of Washingtm, Seattle, Washington, 1958) cited by 
oker, Plummer and Fichardson, Jr., p. 119. 
49 lun1. Jane E. Mateon, "Characteristios of Students Who Withdraw from a Public 
1955o)r College" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Stanford University, 
Cited by O'Connor, p. L1. 
L------------.J 
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5. Sees college as a milieu in which he can live and be treated as 
an adult. 
6. To qualify himself for a vooation.51 
If the needs of the stUdent are not met in the junior college he may wi th-
draw from the situation. 
Ro1eder investigated the identification of' potential drop-outs by measure-
ment of attitudes. He selected the following attitude areas for his study. 
1. Motivation 
2. Collegiate oulture 
3. Levels of aspiration 
L. Family relationships 
5. Socioeconomic status. 
The scale used in the experiment labeled correctly eighty-one per c~nt of 
the drop-out group and sevent,y-three per oent of those who remained in 
college. 52 
Being able to determine the potential drop-outs can enable a junior co11egp 
to ascertain the counseling approaohes that will be most effective in aSSisting 
these students to achieve their goals, and there~ increase their retention 
rate. 
In a study on vooationa1 choices of entering junior college students, 
~b1ck found that out of 1,226 case. (670 male, 556 fema1.) thirty. tour per 
cent (418) 'Were undecided as to occupational choice on entering junior college. 
Fitt,-one per cent of the male and thirty-siX per oent of the female students 
-ere aiming at profeSSional level jobs. Personal satisfaction ie the most 
-
51 ~., pp. 118-120. 
Perc S20eorge T. Toleder, "College Attitude Measurement b,y Direction of 
19See)Ption Technique" (unpublished Master's TheSiS, Claremont Graduate Sohool, 
cited by O'Connor, p. 47. 
-L 
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important factor that students look for or hope to fine in the career that they 
choose. There was a significant sex difference in that girls chose social 
service occupations.53 
Another study on vocational choice by Todd found that only nineteen per 
cent lacked a vooational choice but thirty-eight per oent of those with a 
choice indicated doubt as to their prospeots of actually working in their 
chosen field. 54 
Meyer and Hennelly made a. study on the nature of student problems in 
November 1954. Questionnaires were sent to forty-one junior colleges and 
completed by instruotors, deans, counselors and direotors of student personnel. 
The problem areas haVing to do with choice of ourriculum was the most frequent-
ly mentioned. The area seoond highest in frequence was that of dropping a 
course; due perhaps to ohanges in the curriculum. 55 
follOWing is a portion of the ohart. The chart goes down to one hundred, 
rut these are the highest and include the more important areas of concern, 
especially in aoademic adviSing.56 
53Em11 E. wbiok, "Vocational Objectives of !ntering College Students J ,t 
~un1or Collej! !ournal, XXV (February, 1955), 319-26. 
54Lindsey O. Todd, "Meeting the Needs of Junior College Students" 
(unpublished Dootoral dissertation, George Peobody College for Teachers, 1943) 
~~~d by mocker, Plummer and Richardson, tTr. in The Two Year College: A Social 
l'"'"uthea1s, p. 125. - - - -
55 
"'-. A. M. Meyer and Robert J. Hannelly, "The Student Personnel Program, It 
~ ~blic :Junior Collel~' ed. Nelson B. Henry, pp. 191-212. 
56 !E.!£., p. 193. 
.. 
Problem 
Choice of curriculum 
Dropping s course 
Absences 
Pegistratlon 
Getting s job 
Change of curriculum 
Use of college fBcilities 
Drop-out 
Official Withdrawal 
Vocational testing 
Transfer of oredit 
Adding a course 
Apti tude testing 
No. of Cases 
1,568 
1,034 
963 
775 
716 
601 
540 
116l 
458 
1141 
419 
416 
412 
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Meyer and HannelQ' feel that the junior college which limits its 
educational program to cla.sroom activities and does not provide stucent 
personnel services can do little for students who present persorsl problems. 
~tudents' efforts to attain fUll value from their junior college work can be 
obstructed by persistant personal problems. They need the assistance which 
comes from guidance and coun.eling, a well-organized program in extra class 
activities, and placement and follow-up.'? 
A study on the problems of junior college students, completed b,y the 
stUdents in twenty public and private colleges in Texas, found that the area 
ot mest concern to the students was not enough time for social functions. The 
five areas of greatest concem listed by students in public colleges were: 
57 ~., p. 191. 
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1. Do not have enough time for social functions. 
2. Inabi1i ty to concentrate. 
3. Have too little time for recreation because of school assignments. 
4. Do not know how to develop a philosophy of life. 
5. Do not have enough time to sleep.58 
'!he difference in the re8Ults of the study by Meyer and Hannelly and the 
study by Douglas and Rack are, undoubtedly, due to the difference in the groupe 
approached, and to the way the questionnaires were worded. It is also possible 
that there are d~fferences in the perception of problema and ways in which to 
resolve them. The staff of the junior colleges, those surveyed by Meyer and 
Hannel~, were more like~ orientated to the academic problems. The students, 
surveyed by Douglas and Rack, were more like~ orientated to their personal 
problems. 
College registration proves to be a traumatic experience for many 
students. Attempting to enroll in classes that meet their requirements or 
nleds, at the hours that are compatible with their out of achool schedules, 
they experience contusion as to course and ourr1culum requirements. All of 
this is especially difficult for the new student. 
The counselor hu an important role in enrolling studenta in appropriate 
courses and curricula. 1be junior college aid. stUdents in their learning 
regardless of curriculum they pureue. The cOUDselor t • job is to assist 
ltudente in making sound decisions as to the courses they should study, so that 
the students can succe8sfully learn the material in the courses they take. 59 
-
S8 ~ O. B. Douglas and lucille P .• ck, "Problems of Junior-College Students, II 
- or follege Journal, XX (March, 1950), 380-388. 
Ibrol~9Dona1d A. Biggs, "The Present Problems of California Junior Colleges in 
(SePta 1ng Students in Appropriate COurses," Junior Colle~e Journal, XXXII 
... IIlber, 1961), 9-10. -
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A pre-programming is used at Los Angeles Valley Junior College where 
students speak 'With a counselor and are given assistance, at that time, in 
planning their progralll8 tor the cOming term. 60 
The problem ot enrolling students in appropriate courses is related to 
another problem - scholastic standards. 
Ths devs10pment of an adequate pre-testing program can provide counselors 
with proper data to use in guiding students into a transter or terminal 
curriculum, depending upon where their talents lie. The predictive tools 
available at the junior college level are meager. Nevertheless, the testing 
program mst be based on the needs ot the indiVidual sohoo 1 and local norms 
and validity data should be obtained. 
A selective admission polie)', with regards to transfer prcgrams, will 
help to change the concept that students should be permitted to fail such 
courses before considering more realistic alternatives. They should be 
required to work up to t.ransfer programs rather than be allowed to ent~r such 
programs and be counseled into technioa1 ourriculum when they cannot 
succeed.61 
In the Winter ot 1962-63 the Chioago City College made a decision to use 
the American College Testing Program. All new full-time freshmen, registering 
tor the fall trimester 196), were required to take the ACT teats. They were 
ueed in placement and coun~eliIlf ot students. The objective was to assign 
-
60 (Feb C. S. Marsh, "Now Tell Me This, Counselor," Junior College .To)lrnal, x:xv 
ruary, 1955), 3u7-50. 
61 Blocker~ Plummer, and Richardson, Jr., p. 28B. 
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students to curricula and to courses which were in accord with their goale and 
in ~hich they wou1o have the beet chances for success. This :iJ').clucec special 
honors courses as well as remedial courses, transfer as well 8S terminal 
programs. 
At the \~right campus local placement scores for various courses were 
devised. Each year these scores have been revised and add! tions made 80 that 
faculty counselors could more properly counsel the students and so that 
registration could be handled in lninimum time. 62 
For the recent high-school graduate, new to college life, selecting an 
occupation or vocation is not an easy task. The first year student comes to 
college with little or no idea about an occupational goal, a vague or poorl~ 
defined goal, a goal which is definite but based on scanty or inexact informa-
tion, or a goal which shifts with very little basis for change. These 
students need an orientation into the poSSibilities which eXist for them, 
together with knowledge and understanding of their own abilities as these 
relate to the occupations or professions open to them. The responsibility for 
this Orientation lies with the counselors in the guidance department.63 
Research conducted in Great Britain found that eduoational and vocational 
1U1dance appears as a continuous process. They al80 found that the ado1esoent 
11 unaware of the nature of the sooial organization of industry and the kind of 
62Robert M. Runde, "Freshman Placement Use. or a NatiOnwide Test," 
2211',8 ~ Universitz, XCI (Winter, 1966). 190-198. 
t1 6~lven. Drabeim Hardee and Dorothy H. Pollock, "! Process of Inveetiga-17~ tor Occupational Intereste," Junior Co1le,e Journal, XIX (December, 19LB) 
-
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human relations s1 tuations he is likely to meet. He is unaware of the nature 
of skill and the kind of training required to reach a given level of skill. 
The adolescent needs clarification on the nature of work satisfactions he is 
likely to achieve, and there is some evidence of levels of aspiration which are 
out of touch with reality. Schools need to wean the adolescent from being too 
dependent on the teacher and it is necessary to find ways of involVing more 
parents in the guidance process.64 
Studies of Student Pereonnel Services 
Humphreys summarizes the findings of a questionnaire study asking junior 
college administrators to report on the student personnel practices and 
programs in their colleges. He observes that actual practices, in this area 
of student service, are far behind stated claims of the importance of the 
student personnel function in junior college.65 
Orange Coast College found that the counseling program needed strengthen-
ing, and gave conaideration to SOII'18 of the fol101d.ng matters: 
1) continuous improvement of techniques for helping students plan their 
transfer programs, 
2) disoovering SOll'18 means ot identi~ing the potential dropouts of 
October-November and March-April, so that aome of these individuals 
oould be aeaisted with their difficulties and continue their 
education, 
Indu 64Ernest \Ie). Hughes (Newcastle-upon-Tyne) ''Transition From School To 
(l96:trr) and 1IUrther Education," Intemational Review ~ Education, XI, No. 3 ;) , 337-49. 
65 ~ Anthony J. Humphreys, "Facts Concerning Student Personnel Programs," 
- !!: £,ollege Journal, XIX (September, 1948), 8-13 • 
... 
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3) providing better vocational information and assisting students to 
develop more realistic evaluations of their employment potentials, 
4) developing course offerings which appeal to students because they 
meet needs which are recognized 1"3 the students, 
S) oonsidering the eoonomic waste involved when a good many students 
spend their first semester training for the wrong occupation, 
6) proViding for the students' desire for more vocational counseling.66 
Student personnel workers in the junior college are aware of the needs of 
the students in many areac. Vocational choioe is one of the areas of concern. 
Unrealistic aspirations of the students and how to enable the student to alter 
hie choice along more realistiC lines is another. These concerns do not bring 
in the personal or social problems which the students may have and whioh are 
interwoven, tIWlY times, tdth vocational ohoice and unreaUstio aspirations. 
The student persormel service has not kept up w1 th the increasing enroll-
mont of students. QuaUfied student personnel workers are not available in 
great numbers. In many institutions members of the regular faculty are 
recruited to act as individual counselors, espeCially those who seem to have a 
certain empathy with the students. The faculty do this service in addition to 
their regular teaching schedule or are allowed some released time. A faculty 
advisor, in a major area, m$Y act as the oounselor for students in that major 
area. In these instances, the availability of the faculty advisor is oft-times 
11l111ted. 
---------------------------------------------------.---------~ 66 
of th B. H. Peterson, itA Self Appraisal of Educational and Occupational Needs 
101:'5)e Coastal Area of Orange County J If Junior College Journal, XJ:iI (March, 7;) ,385-391. . . " 
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Starr found that many institutions did not make adequate provisions for 
guidanoe funotions. In most oases 1 t was looked upon as a secondary function, 
and the persomel varied from college to college. In most of the institutions 
the classroom instructor served as personal counselor, academic advisor, and 
guidance committee member. In larger colleges professionally trained guidance 
personnel ~ere being used in stUdent contact relationshiPs.67 
He found that the student personnel services followed a consistent pattern 
The degree to whioh services were offered depended on pereomel available, the 
needs of the students, and the philosophy of the college. In personal-social 
guidance there was a lack of trained counselors, and where th~ were available, 
they were assigned other duties during the day and this cut down on their 
availability. 'l'he academic-voeational guidance program received mch attention 
in all of the co11ege8 studied.68 
The following recommendations were made by starr as a result of this 
study: 
-
1) An effort should be ude to find methods which will make students 
aware of the servicee avai !able. 
2) More personnel should be provided tor more extensive follow-up. 
3) Only those trained in guidance and counseling should be permitted 
to do personal counseling. 
4) More professional counselors should be added t,o the staff, a minimum 
of one for every 350 full-time day students. 
67 
I .. thw James M. Starr, "Guidanoe Practices in Selected Junior Colleges in the 
6:et ,,, !unior 9011ese Jou~al, XXXI (April, 1961), 443 • 
.!.bid., p. 444. 
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5) In-service training programs should be varied as to time and place and 
kind of program. 
6) Teaching staff should be used in areas where their training equips 
them. 
7) Professional counselors should be available all hours of the day. 
8) More extensive personal records need to be kept. 
9) There should be a better use of school and communi ty resources. 69 
An attempt to determine areas that need strengthening in the Chicago C:tty 
Colleges is the purpose of this study. With burgeoning enrollments situations 
change rapidly semester by semester. Since this study began, changes have 
already occurred in the Student Personnel Service in the Chicago City Colleges. 
More personnel have been employed and some reorganization has occurred. 
It 1s, however, important to rea1i?e that this study involves the percep-
tiona of the 196) full-time entering tresrunen four years later. Condi t1onl! 
that existed in 1963, when they entered and for the years of attendance, are 
IIOre pertinent to their responses to the questionnaire. 
-
69 !!?!2. ., pp. 445-46. 
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CHAPTEF IV 
PROCEDUFE 
In beginning this investigation it was realized that the rate of return 
in follow-up studies, done through a mailed questionnaire, is considerably lese 
than would be achieved through other means. Stephen ,ii th~ states the t, in 
practice, a sixty per cent response to mailed questionnaires is a fairly good 
accomplishment, but insufficient to eliminate bias. Those who answer question-
naires difter trom those who do not do so.70 
It was felt that since these etudents had enrolled in 1963 and four years 
had elapsed since then, the best w~ to reach the greatest number was by mail-
ing questionnaires to allot the 1963 entering freshmen. After the return of 
those questionnaires that were undeliverable a random sample of one thousand wa 
taken as the major basis for this study. 
Determining Sample 
·1, 
I i 
! I 
. I 
,I ~ 
The Office of Instructional Services made available a listing of all the ' I 
entering full-time freshmen of September 1963 in all the branches of Chicago 
Cit}l College. Information on addresses was aVailable through data processing 
boOIl the Loop and Wright branches. The other branches were sent the names of 
-
70Stephen B. Wi they, "SUrvey Research Methods," .&:1c;rcloped1a of 
M!1C!tional _Re_B_e ... ar.;..;..ch., ed. Chester 'VJ. Harris (New York: Maciiiillin CO., 1960), p. l448. . 
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the students and were requested to fUrnish the addresses they had on file for 
these students. 
The total number ot all entering full-time freshmen in September, 1963 was 
3,358. Addresses were not available for 115 of the students in all the 
branches. The sample used for the first mailing of the questionnaire was, 
therefore, 3,234. There were 465 undelivered questionnaires and excluding 
these the general sample "as 2,769. The composition cf the general sample ~ 
branches is shown in Table 1. 
The per cent of the general sample to the entire entering freshmen claaa 
is fairly representative b.Y branches. The average of all the branches is 
82.46 per cent. Four branches, Bogan (84.06 per cent), Fenger (85.71 per cent) 
Southeast (86.17 per cent), and Wright (85.32 per cent) had a greater 
representation than the average. Amundsen-Mayfair (85.51 per cent), Crane 
(76.23 per cent), Loop (78.38 per cent), and Vilson (75.11 per cent) had a 
lesser representation than the average. 
The representation by branches .1s greater by no more than 3.71 per cent, 
and lesser by no more than 7.35 per cent. These differences are due to 
unavai labIa addresses and the number who had moved. 
To determine t4:1e random sample, every third name was chosen from one 
ebeet of names, and every socond name from the next sheet of names, using the 
general sample as a base. Eaoh sheet contained approximately twenty-four 
names. A total of one thoueand names was thus selected. 
The Composition of the random sample according to branches, sex, and 
percentage of general sample is shown in Table 2 on page 
The average of the random sample to the general sample is 36.11 per cent 
-
:1 
I' 
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TABLE I 
COMPOSITION OF THE GENEP~L SAMPLE ACCORDING TO 
BRAN<lIES, TOTALS, AND PERCENTAGES 
-
. . .. 110",-- . . 
-=".y -il' 1'\ ~to';;;"";;; ____ ----- _4 Total _.'- w_ "" __ . .. .. /co '1.,~. 0 
Branch 'Entering No Moved General Sample Total Ent. 
Freshmen Add. (0. S.) Freshmen 
~!o. % 
Amundsen 195 7 31 157 5.67 eO.51 
Bogan 138 5 17 116 L.19 84.06 
Crane 223 7 46 170 6.14 76.23 
Fenger 49 2 5 42 1.52 85.71 
Loop 333 19 53 261 9.ld 78.38 
Southeast 40S e 48 349 12.60 86.17 
Wilson 442 16 94 332 11.99 75.11 
Wright 1,573 60 171 1,342 48.46 85.31 
-
Branch 
Amundsen 
Bogan 
Crane 
Fenger 
Loop 
Southeast 
viilson 
'fJright 
Total 
TABLE 2 
COMPOSITION OF F.ANDC14 SAMPLE ACCORDING TO 
BF.ANCH, AND PERCENTAGE OF OENE11AL SAMPLE 
Total 
Random General 
Sample Sample 
55 151 
42 116 
59 110 
15 42 
94 261 
128 349 
120 332 
481 1,342 
1,000 2,169 
34 
Per Cent of 
General 
Sample 
35.03 
36.21 
34.11 
35.11 
36.02 
36.68 
36.14 
36.29 
36.11 
Four branches, Bogan (36.21 per cent), Southeast (36.68 per cent), ~~~i1eon 
(36.14 per cent), and Wright (36.29 per cent), had a greater representation. 
Amundeen-Mayfair (35.03 per cent), Crane (34.71 per cent), Fenger (35.11 per 
cent), anc Loop (36.02 per cent) had 8. lesser representation. The representa-
tion by branches is greater by no more than .51 per cent, and lesser by no 
lOre than 1.40 per oent. This was considered a good cross-section of the 
Ilneral sample for the random sample. 
-
---
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In determining the sub-sample of one hundred, for the third follow-up, 
every seventh name was chosen from the non-respondents in the ramdom sample. 
A sub-sample was chosen rather than contacting all non-respondents because of' 
the expense involved. 'lbe composition of the sub-sample according to branch is 
shown in Table 3. 
Branch * A B c 
No. 6 7 
TABLE 3 
COMPOSITION OF SUB-SAMPLE 
ACCORD1NO TO BRANCH 
F L s 
2 9 U 12 
Wr Total 
45 100 
*A (Amundsen); B (Bogan), C (Crane); F (Fenger); L (Loop); 
S (Southeast); Wi (Wilsonh l\r (Wright). 
Instrument Used 
The questionnaire was formulated with the cooperation of the Office of 
Instructional Servicee. With the benefit of their experience, in studies using 
qulltiormairee with the junior college population, the writer was able to 
ret.1ne the questionnaire to obtain the needed data, and to code the questions 
tor Possible use of data processing equipment. A sample questionnaire is 
Pl'e.ented in Appendix B {page 
The first five questions were of a general nature to help categorize the 
'~nts according to sex, branch of Chicago City College attended, hours 
.~ at Chicago City College, marital status, and whether or not they were a 
..... 
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graduate of Chicago City College. 
One of the areas of investigation was the reason or reasons why students 
left Chicago City College before graduation. The student was given the option 
of checking as many as he wished. It was found, with few exceptions, that 
three reasons were the most that was checked. In compiling the data for this 
question up to three reasons were counted, so that any count of the reasons 
given will result in a greater number than the number of respondents. 
If the student left Chicago City College through transfer or graduation, 
he was asked to incicate any additional education he may have taken. In 
addition, he was asked for what profession or occupation he was prenaring him-
self, with reference to the additional education. 
One question was related to jobs the student had held Since September, 
1963, specifYing the type of work. Of conoern here was the number of jobs and 
the type of present job. 
A aeries of questions were related to the present job: 
1) status of the job (permanent or temporat')" h 2) satistaction with the job. 
3) opportunities for advancement; 4) place that knowledge or training tor the 
job was acquired (more than one choice could be made, two was most common); and 
S) extent to which his junior college education helped him on hie present job. 
The student was asked to tell in what way his junior college experience 
cOQld have been more helpful. Although this was a tree response question, the 
re'Pon&ee were able to be categorized into the following fitteen claasitica-
tiOI18: 
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1) receive more counseling, 
2) help with study habits, 
3) follow program of senior college for transfer, 
4) offer more specialized courses, 
5) improve hourI courses offered, 
6) improve surroundings, facili ties, staff, 
7) have more understanding teaohers, 
8) have more aohool activities, 
9) perm t me to take courses intereated in, 
10) wish I had taken more practical courses, 
11) wish I had finished and obtained a degree, 
12) it did broaden nty background, 
13) it was satisfactory, 
14) it was helpful, 
15) it was no help. 
'lhe next series of questions asked the student to check, 1) strongly 
agree, 2) agree, 3) undecided, 4) disagree, or 5) stronglY disagree, with 
reference to statements about curriculum, courses, and provisions for obtain-
ing adviee on educational, vocational, or personal problems. 
Acquiring the Data 
Envelopes, each containing a questionnaire, a cover letter, and a metered 
poetage paid-self-adore seed envelope were sent, April 19, 1967, to the entire 
196) tntering ~reshmen class (3,234), for which addresses were available. The 
ClIltlt10nnaire 1s presented in Appendix B (page ), and the first cover 
...... 
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letter in Appendix C, (page 
In Table 1 it was shown, in the compon tion of the general sample, that 
465 students had moved and mail to them wa.8 unde1iverable. Checking 'With the 
post office it was fcum that, after two years, mail was no longer forwarded 
to the new address. This table shows the general sample to be 2,769. 
The returns ano percentages of return of questionnaires in the general 
sample are shown, by branches, in Table 4. The average per cent of return was 
11.56 per cent. Three branches, Loop (13.03 per cent), Wilson 11.75 per cent), 
and Wright (12.44 per cent) had a greater percentage of return. The other 
branches had a lesser percentage of return; Amundsen (11.46 per cent), Eogan 
(8.62 per cent), Crane (8.24 per cent), Fenger (7.14 per cent), and Southeast 
(10.03 per cent). 
The return by branches is greater by no more than 1.47 per cent, and 
lesser b.Y no more than 4.42 per cent. 
The total number of returns from the general sample was 320, equal to a 
return of 11.56 per cent. 
A follow-up wae made June 20, 1967 of the students in the random sample 
(853), who had not repUed to the first mailing of the questionnaire, by send-
1ng them a questionnaire, a new cover letter, and 8. metered self-addressed 
envelope. The second cover letter is oresented in Appendix D, (page 
A second follow-up was made Ju:Qt 19, 1967 of a sub-sample of the random 
'Ople population. Another copy ot the questionnaire, a third cover letter., 
I torm requesting the whereabouts of the student, and a metered envelope were 
'ent to the one hundred studente comprising the sub-sample. The third cover 
letter and the request for the whereabouts of the student are presented in 
..... 
-Appendix E, (page 
Branch 
Amundsen 
Bogan 
Crane 
Fenger 
Loop 
Southeast 
Wilson 
Wright 
Total 
TABLE 4 
QUESTIONNAIRES RETURNED m GENERAL SAMPLE 
ACCORDING TO BRANCH, SEX, AND PERCENTAGE 
Total 
General 
Sample 
157 
116 
170 
42 
261 
349 
332 
1,342 
2,769 
Returns 
General 
Sample 
M F No. 
13 5 18 
4 6 10 
3 11 14 
2 1 3 
19 15 34 
21 24 35 
21 18 39 
103 64 167 
186 134 320 
39 
Total Returns 
General 
Sample 
Per cent 
11.46 
8.62 
8.24 
7.14 
13.03 
10.03 
11.75 
12.44 
11.56 
The returns and percentages of return of questionnaires in the random 
lample are shown, by branches, in Table 5. The average per cent of return was 
36.40 per cent. Four branches, Amundsen (38.18 per cent), Loop (38.30 per cent 
Willon (37.50 per cent), and vlright (40.04 per cent) had a greater percentage 
of return. 
...... Four branches, Bogan (23.81 per cent), Crane (22.03 per cent), 
''1 
, Ii 
! 
, 
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Fenger (20.00 per cent), and Southeast (32.03 per cent) had a lesser percentage 
of return. 
The return by branches is greater by no more than 3.64 per cent, anc 
lesser by no more than 16.40 per cent. 
The total number of returns from the random sample was 364, equal to a 
return of 36.40 per cent. 
Femembering that a sixty per cent return is a fairly good accomplishment, 
the 36.40 per cent return for the random sample must be looked upon as 
evidencing bias. Those who did not respond might have answered the question-
nal.re differently from those who did respond. 
Questions to be Answered 
The results of this study, to be discussed in Chapter V, -will be 
developed in order to obtain answers to the following questions: 
1) \<nat has become of the entering freshmen four years later? 
2) Have they received any education elsewhere? 
3) If they have, what type of education did they receive? 
4) "hat type of occupation were they preparing for when they received 
additional education? 
5) '-''hat occupation are they engaged in at present? 
6) 'lI,'hat kind of evaluation of the Student Personnel Services (SPS) do 
the stUdents give who are presently in senior institutions, or who 
have received a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of SCience de,1ree? 
7) What kind of evaluation of BPS do students give who obtained some 
type of technical education? 
Branch 
TABLE 5 
QUESTIONNAIP.ES RETURNED IN PANDOM SAMPLE 
ACCORDING TO BP.ANCH, SEX, AND PEPCENTAGE 
Total 
Random 
Sample 
Returns 
Random 
Sample 
41 
Total Peturns 
Random 
Sample 
8) ",'hat kind ot evaluation of SPS do students give who have received some 
type of certificate? 
9) What kind of evaluation of SPS do students give who graduated from 
Chicago C1t,y College? 
10) What kind of evaluation of SPS do students give who did not complete a 
i 
!I 
CHAPTER V 
PF.ESENTATION AND ANAl'XSIS OF THE PESULTS 
As has been previously explained questionnaires were Bent to the entire 
.full-time freshmen class of 1963 for which addresses were available. This 
mailing determined the general sample and provided a base for selection of the 
random sample. 
'!he results of the study wi.11 be presented in such 8 manner as to attempt 
to 8nSllJer the questions stated in the previous chapter. 
'!he general makeup of the respondents wi 11 be presented first, in order to 
establish an overall picture of them. Res'ponses will be treated in total and 
not according to branches as the numbers are too small to warrant such a minute 
breakdown. 
Branch and Sex 
'!he composition of the random sample according to branch and sex is shown 
in Table 5. It 'Was explained in Chapter IV that the difference, by branches~ 
of return! in the random sample was not greater than 3.6u per cent, and not 
1118 than 16.40 per cent. The Fenger branch represents the 16.40 per cent. 
It had the smallest number of entering full-time freshmen and offered a small 
DUaber of Courses in the evening. 
42 
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Mari tal Status 
!he majority of the respondents, 68.9$ per cent of the men, and 68.96 per 
cent of the females, indicated they were single. '!he responses and percentages 
are shown in Table 6. Of the respondents, 18.26 per cent of the men and 28.97 
per cent of the 'Women said they were married. None of the men and 1.38 per 
cent of the women indicated they were divorced or separated. None of the 
respondents said that they were widowed. '.lbe non-respondents to the question 
were mostly male students, 12.79 per cent, and, ot the temale students, only 
.69 per cent did not respond. 
This question refers to their present marital status and does not 
indicate their marital status when they registered in September, 1963. 
Hours Earned at Chicago City College 
The purpose in asking the students how many hours they had earned at 
Chicago City College was to get some indication of the amount of contact they 
had with the junior college. The totals and percentages are shown in Table 7. 
The highest percentage, 24.20 per cent for the males and 26.21 per cent 
tor the females, had earned over siXty hours. '!he next highest percentage in 
both groupS, males, 19.18 per cent, and females, 20.69 per cent, said they had 
earned between zero and fifteen hours. Table 7 shows that there is a fairly 
"en spread in the hours earned from zero to over sixty. As in previ OUB 
~8t1ons male non-respondents were greater, 14.61 per cent, while female non-
c~8pOnd.nts were 4.14 per cent. 
-
','iI, 
--
h5 
'fABLE 6 
MAPITAL STATUS ACCORDING TO SEX AND PERC»lTAGE 
Marital Male Female Total 
status 
....... "' .......... -.. ~ . .. .. 
-
..",......-.--..~-
No. % No. % No. % 
single 151 6B.95 100 68.96 251 68.96 
Married 40 18.26 42 28.97 82 22.53 
Divorced or Separated • • • • 2 1.38 2 0.55 
Widowed 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
No response 28 12.79 1 0.69 29 7.97 
I •• ....... .. -
Total 219 100.00 145 100.00 364 100.00 
. - . 
, I , . .. • • 
TABLE 7 
HOUPS EARNED AT CHICAGO em COLLEGE ACCORDING TO 
SEX AND Pl!PCENTAGE 
. . .. a- . . 
Hours Male Female Total 
. •• If . f .. .... -------.. 
No. % No. % No. % 
0-15 42 19.18 30 20.69 72 19.78 
1.6-)0 30 13.70 27 18.62 57 15.66 
31-45 30 13.70 23 15.86 53 14.56 
46-60 32 14.61 21 14.48 53 14"6 
Oyer 60 53 24.20 38 26.21 91 25.00 
10l'eaponse 32 14.61 6 4.ll.! 38 10.L4 
-
"tal 219 100.00 145 100.00 364 100.00 
-
....... 
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Graduates 
The number of students, 1n the random sample, who graduated 1n 1965, 1966, 
and 1967 was ninety-two. As can be seen on Table 8, sixty-seven graduates 
(72.8 per oent) responded. 
Separation of the graduates from the non-graduates was required for the 
questions relating to the stUdent personnel services. Ths results of this 
question are shown in Table B. 
In addition to aSking 1f they graduated, they were asked to indicate if 
they received an Associate of Arts (AA) degree or a diploma. Differences in 
these two were explained in Chapter II. 
The largest peroentage of respondents were non-graduates, 69.86 per cent 
for the men and 77.24 per cent tor the women. The percentage ot graduates who 
received an AA degree or diploma was 16.44 per cent tor the man and 21.38 per 
cent for the women. It 1s impo.rtant to note that 13.70 per oent of the males 
did not respond to this question, while onl;y 1.38 per oent of the females did 
not respond. 
Reasons Lett Chicago City College Before Graduation 
Students were given an opportuni ~ to check their reaeon or reasons for 
lun.ng OCC before graduation !'rom a list of twelve reasons plus other. In the 
other catego!7 they were a.ked to explain what 1 t •••• In all instanoe. they 
1Dd1oated either 1110els or a personal problem as the reason. Table 9 shows 
the reeults of the responses aocording to frequency, percentage and rank order. 
or the 238 respondents, seventy-eight (32.77 per cent) gave transfer to a 
Itntor ineti tution as one of their reasons tor leaVing. lJhe next reason given 
I 
I 
I 
::1 
'I :1, 
Iii: 
'I 
I' 
II I 
I 
" 
i 
Non-graduate 
AA Degree 
Diploma 
No response 
Total 
TABLE 8 
GRADUATES AND NOO-GRAOOATES ACCOPDING TO SEX, 
ttY PE OF DIPWMA, AND PERC»lTAG E 
Male Female 
J4 
No. % No. 
153 69.86 112 77.24 
31 14.16 26 17.93 
5 2.28 5 3.45 
30 13.70 2 1.38 
219 100.00 lLS 100.00 
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Total 
~ -..,-
% No. 
265 72.80 
57 15.66 
10 2.75 
32 8.79 
364 100.00 
the most often, was that of money problems, forty-seven (19.75 per cent), ~ith 
a rank of two for the men and three for the women. Forty-four (18.L9 per cent) 
of the respondents gave poor grades as a reason for leaving, which 'Was the 
next most often. '!his received a rank of three for the men and two for the 
WOlllen. The fact that courses did not meet their educational needs received 
the fourth rank, with forty students (16.81 per cent) giving this as one of 
their reasons. "Other, illness and personal problems, It ranked fifth in 
floequency for the men and u.5 for the 'Women, the same frequenc)' as "courses 
did not meet educati on needs." "Courses too dull" as a reason received a rank 
ot 9.5 for the men, the same rank as marriage, and nine for the 'Women • 
...... 
---
TABLE 9 
FEAOONS STUDENT~ LEFT CHICAGO CITY COLLEGE 
BEFORE GRADUATION ACCORDING TO SEX, FHECUENCY, 
~~RCE11TAGE, AND FANK* 
Reasons Male 
FfJspondents (143) 
Freq. % 
Transferred to seni or insti tut1 on 51 35.66 
Money problems 29 20.28 
poor gradee 25 17.48 
Courses did not meet educational needs 24 16.78 
Other (illness, personal problema) 19 13.29 
Offer of a job 16 11.19 
Marriage 9 6.29 
Courses did not meet personal needs 12 8.39 
Armed forces 13 9.09 
Courses too dull 9 6.29 
Courses did not meet job needs 6 4.20 
School too difficult 3 2.10 
Not enough 50c1al Ufe 1 0.70 
*Three choices were accepted. 
-
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Rank i~1 r 
.I 
1 I' 
!Ii 
2 I il I' 
3 
;11 
4 I 
S I i,l 
1111 
6 ,if 
II 
9.5 
8 
!i 
III 
7 II, 
ili!1 
\' 
9.5 ! 11 ~ ~.: i 1,,1 12 i;I' 
II 1',,1 13 
,'t: 
"Ii 
III' II I 
II' 
• ii, 
49 
TABLE 9 (continued) 
50 
"Courses did not meet job neade ll ranked eleven fer the men and ten for the 
lo:omen. "School too difficult" received 8 rank of bielve for the men and 12.5 
for the women, the same rank as "Armed Forces. 1t "Not enough social life" was 
the response checked least often and ranked thirteen for the men and eleven for 
the women. 
It is apr-arent from the thirteen responses the students had to choose from 
that the most important reason for leaving Chicago City College before gradua-
tion is to transfer to a senior institution. The next group of reasons that the 
students give as cause for leaVing are: 1) Mone:y problems; 2) Poor grades; and 
3) Courses did not meet educational needs. 
The questions asked in Chapter I, as to wh~ students leave the junior 
college before graduation, are answered somewhat. 
Do these students leave to attend another institution of higher learning? 
According to their responses, a number of them do. 
Are they using the Junior college as a waiting room for admission else-
IWhere? Some of the students stated they went to junior college and worked in 
order to earn enough money to pay tor their expenses at a senior insti tuUon. 
In these instances "e can say they are using the junior college as a wat t1ng 
!J'OoIt. For the others who made no such statement, no conclusions can be made. 
JA) they find the college work too difficult? Since enough students 
"''Ponded that poor grades was a reason for leaving, it can be said that for 
~ .. the college work is too difficult. 
Do the required courses discourage them? Those who Rave as a reB son for 
~""1ng the fact that courses did not meet their educational needs usua.lly 
l\ated that the required courses did not meet their present or future needs. 
..... 
If 
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the tour reasons given, li1 th reference t.o courses are considered together, it 
could be possible that an affirmative answer to this question is correct.. 
Is it the offer of a job? According to the frequency of responses tr.1s is 
definitely a possibility, more for the men than for the women. 
v~at Students are Doing Presently 
The greatest percentage ot the students, 43.68 per cent, are working full-
time. The second highest percentage, 23.63 per cent, are going to school full-
time. The Armed Forces claim ?2. 37 per cent of the men and .69 per cent of the 
women. ot the remainder, 9.37 per cent are working part-time; 3.86 per cent 
of the women are housewiv.sJ 1.37 per cent each are in school part-t1me, not 
working, deceased, or doing someth1ng other; and only .27 per cent are in 
business for themaelf. The results are illustrated in Table 10. 
Thus far it has been Sh0111n that the respondents in the random sample were 
primarily slngle, non-graduates, and were either working or in school full-time. 
Additional Education 
If' the student left eee before graduation, he was asked to list any 
additional education he ma~ have acquired after le_ing. The results are 
1nd1cated in ,!'able 11. The greaU!r percentage of those who resoonded listed 
attendance at a senior 1nsti tutton, 35.71 per cent. In addi tim, 2.47 per cent 
bad already received a bachelor's degree. Thil indicates that 38.18 per cent 
or thOBe who responded left eee to continue thei.r education in a four ~ear 
1nat1tution. 
Attendance at a technical school \las the next highellt in response. 
totaling those who responded that they received addi t.ional education at a 
..... 
11 
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technical school and those ~ho received a certificate of some type, 10.71 per 
cent fit into the classification. Almost half, 49.45 per cent, had not receive 
8~' additional education or chose not to answer this question. 
Occupational Preparation 
Those students who received additional education were asked what occupa-
tien they were preparing for in Bchool. Occupations stated by the students 
were classified according to an adaptation of ocoupations from the .!!.£.tionary. 
of Occupational Titles. 71 This was done to categorize the type of occupation, 
stated by the student, in as olear a delineation 88 possible to ShOll areas of 
main emphasis. 
As can be seen in Table 12, 29.13 per cent were preparing for professi on81 
pOSitions, 5.49 per oent for semi-professional, and 4.95 per cent for 
managerial anc official positions. As in the preViOUS question about addi-
tional eduoation, the greatest number of stUdents did not respond, 52.20 per 
cent. This may be due to the faot that they had not received any addi Honr.l 
education, and, therefore, were not preparing for an occupation, or they may 
not have had any definite eduoational goals, or they did not choose to responc 
to these two questions. 
It is noteworthy that 35.71 per cent of the students continued their 
education in a senior 1nst1 tutton, and 39.57 per cent were preparing for 
prOfeSSional, semi-professional, or managerial and official positions. 
-
-
W 7l~ct1onary of Occupational Titles. Vol. 1 and II, 3rd eo. revised, a~ngton, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1965. 
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TABLE 10 
y,'HAT THE STUIENTS AFtE roING PRESENT:t:Y ACCORDING 
TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE 
Peeponse Male Female Total 
No. % ~10. % No. % 
\'forking full-time 88 40.18 71 48.97 159 43.6e 
v,orking part-time 15 6.85 19 13.10 3L 9.34 
School full-time 52 23.74 34 23.44 86 23.63 
School part-time 2 0.91 3 2.07 5 1.37 
Housewife • • • • • 14 9.66 14 3.86 
&s1ness fol' gelf 1 0.46 •• • • 1 0.27 
Anned force s 49 22.37 1 0.69 50 13.74 
Not 'Working, but looking 
tor a job 4 1.83 1 0.69 5 1.37 
Deceased 4 1.83 1 0.69 5 1..37 
Other 4 1.83 1 0.69 5 1.37 
Total 219 100.00 145 100.00 364 100.00 
- .-
-
---
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TABLE 11. 
ADDITIONAL EDUCATION STUDENTS FECEIVED ACCOPDING 
TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE 
T~'pe of Male Female Total 
Education 
No. % No. % No • % 
-
." 
......... ----------
None 2 0.91 • • • • 2 0.55 
Other Junior College 4 1.83 • • • • L 1.10 
Seni or College 82 37.44 48 :33.10 130 35.71 
Technical Sehool 14 6.39 8 5.52 22 6.05 
AA t€gree • • • • • • • • • • • • 
BA/BS Degree 4 1.8) 5 3.45 9 2.47 
Certificate 7 3.20 10 6.90 17 4.67 
No response 106 48.40 74 51.03 180 49.45 
- -
. . ,-, .. " 
Total 219 100.00 145 100.00 364 100.00 
. .-
--
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TAB!.E 12 
OCCUPATION FOP VIUCH PREPARING ACCORDING 
TO SEX AND PErCENTAGE 
Occupation Male Female Total 
-No. % No. % No. d t" 
Professional 55 25.12 51 3,.17 106 29.13 
Sew~-Profe8siona1 14 6.39 6 4.14 20 5.49 
Managerial and 
Official 18 8.22 • • • • 18 4.95 I! 
Clerical and Kindred 1 0.46 7 4.83 8 2.20 'I 
Sales and Kindred 8 3.65 2 1.38 10 2.75 
Service 2 0.91 3 2.07 5 1.37 
Agricu 1 V.1re 1 0.46 • • • • 1 0.27 
Manufacturing 3 1.37 • • • • 3 0.82 
Non-Manufacturing 3 1.37 • • • • :3 0.82 
No re8ponse 114 52.05 76 52.41 190 52.20 
Total 219 100.00 l45 100.00 364 100.00 
- . --
, 
....... 
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Number of Jobs Held Since 1963 
Because eee is located in a metropolitan area, and the opportunity for 
employment is present, 1 t 'Was felt that an attempt should be made to discover 
how ma~' students held or had emplo~'ment since entering eee as .full-time fresh-
men. Table 13 illustrates the results. The majorit.Y of the respondents, 
69.51 per cent, held one to four jobs from 1963 to 1967. As preViously stated 
those in the no response category, 28.57 per cent, may not have held any jobs 
or chose not to answer this question. 
Employment Picturo of Students in 1967 
!Ip. of Present Job 
For those who were employed, either part-time or .full-time, in 1967, when 
they responded to the questionnaire, their jobs were classified according to 
the same categories as explained in the section "Occupation Preparing For. 11 
These results are shown in Table 14. The largest category was in Clerical 
and Kindred, 31.59 per cent. It is interesting to note that 60.69 per cent of 
the women were employed in \lork in this category. The second largest cat.egory 
tor the men was in Non-Manufacturing, 10.50 per cent. Sales and Kindred \las 
the third highest category for the men, 8.68 per cent. A greater percentage of 
the men, 35.62 per cent did not respond. This would include the men who are 
in the Armed Forces, 22.37 per cent, a8 indicated in ra.ble 10 on page 53. 
£lal8ificat10n £! Present ~, Permanent ~ Temp~raEY 
The stUdents 'Were asked to check whether their present job \las permanent 
or t8ll1porary. '!he results are shown in Table 15. Permanent jobs 'Were held 
~ 27.86 ner cent of the men and 32.Ll per cent of the 'Women. Temporary jobs 
-
--
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'fABLE 13 
NUMBE:Fl OF JOBS HELD SINCE 1963 ACCOPDnm TO SEX AND PEFCENTAGE 
Number Male Female Total 
1 ..... _. _. 
No. % No. % 'No. % 
. 
One 57 26.03 47 32.41 104 28.57 
Two 37 16.89 44 30.35 fll 22.25 
Three 25 11.42 17 11.72 42 11.5'4 
Four 16 7.31 10 6.90 26 7.15 
I<'1ve 2 0.91 3 2.07 5 1 • .37 
Six 2 0.91 • • • • 2 0.55 
No response 80 .36.53 211 16.55 104 28.57 
219 100.00 145 100.00 .364 100.00 
--
> z 
se 
TAELE 11 
TYPE OF PF~~SENT JOB HELD ACCOFDINO TO SEX AND PEPCEN'fAGE 
Occupation Male Female Total 
-
~ 
------.-
No. 01 No. % No. % ,0 
.. 
_. 
.. . 
-
.. 
.. -
Professional 5 2.28 6 4.14 11 3.0? 
Se~j-Professional 17 7.76 7 4.82 24 6.60 
Managerial and Official 18 8.22 4 2.76 22 6.04 
Clerical and Kindred 27 12.33 88 60.69 115 31.59 
sales and Kindred 19 8.68 4 2.76 23 6.32 
Service 17 7.76 12 8.28 29 7.97 
Agr! eu 1 ture • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Manufae turing 1.5 6.8.5 1 0.69 16 4.39 
Non-Manufacturing 23 10.50 1 0.69 24 6.60 
No response 78 3.5.62 22 15.17 100 27.47 
Total 219 100.00 14.5 100.00 364 100.00 
1000.... 
-
, 
, 
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were held ~. 30.59 per cent of t.he men and 35.86 per cent of the 'Women. No 
response was made to this question by L1.55 per cent of the men and 31.73 per 
cent of the women. The no response category is shown even though it incluces 
those who were not working, because it is not possible to know how many did not 
choose to answer the question, even though they were working. 
Satisfaction with Present Job 
-
Table 16 includes those who had answered that their job was permanent or 
temporary plus five others who responded to this question, but ohose not to 
respond to the previous question. 
A greater percentage were very satisfied or reasonably satisfied with 
their present job, 78.11 per cent. '!bose who were somewhat dissatisfied or ver: 
dissatisfied totaled 21.89 per cent. 
It is possible that the students who had held several jobs were now in a 
job with which they were satisfied, while the others had not been able to fine 
a job that satisfied them. It is not possible to know whether they are 
satisfied or dissatisfied with the kind of work, salary, or working conditions. 
Qpportunities in Present Job 
Perhaps satisfaction with a job has Bome relationship to opportunity in a 
job. Table 17 illustrates that 67.11 per cent feel there was a great deal or 
'OllIe opportunity, while 29.38 per cent feel there was little or no opportur.i ty 
or they are uncertain about opportuni ty. These percentages correlate fairly 
"ell liith the ones stated previou8~ with relationship to satisfaction with 
present job. 
!!!:! Knowledge and/or §xPerience in Present .Tob Gaine? 
StUdents ~ere asked to check where they had obtained the knwwledge and/or 
.... 
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TABLE 1.5 
CLASSIFICA,!'ION OF PRESENT JOB, PEHNANENT OF TE1-1POPARY, 
ACCORDING TO SEX AND PEPCENTAGE 
Claesifioati on Male Female Total 
No. ~ No. % No. % 
Permanent 61 27.86 L7 32.L1 108 29.67 
Temporary 67 30.59 53 35.86 120 32.97 
No response 91 L1.55 L5 31.73 136 37.36 
Total 219 100.00 145 100.00 J6L 100.00 
TABLE 1.6 
SATISFACTION WITH PRESENT JOB, PllmWlP.»T OR TEMPClURY, 
.lCCORDIto TO SEX AND Pll'BCENTAGE 
Satislaction Male Female Total 
-
No. % No. % No. % 
Very satisfied 43 32.33 29 29.00 72 30.90 
Reasonably satisfied 58 43.61 52 52.00 110 L7.21 
So!aewhat diesetisfied 20 15.04 17 17.00 37 15.88 
Very dissatisfied 12 9.02 2 2.00 14 100.00 
-total . 133 100.00 100 100.00 233 100.00 
--.. 
........ 
..... 
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experience for their present job. Two choices ~ere accepted. Table lB shows 
how they responded. Of the tot. I respondents, 62.29 per cent 8aid it was 
gained in on-the-job training, and 27.12 per cent that it was gained at ecce 
\::hen "On-the-Job Training" and "Other ,Job Experiences" are totaled, 84.54 
par cent reoeived their knowledge and/or experience in this manner. w'hen the 
percentages for all the educational institutions are totaled, 62.26 per cent 
received their knowledge aDd/or experience in a school setting. 
when the type of present job is oonsidered, as di.soussea preViously, there 
is a relationship between the type of present job and where the kn01¥ledge and/ 
Or' experience in the present job was gained. The greatest percentage were in 
c1encal, sales, or service occupations and, in all probability, were trained 
on the job. 
How Junior College Coulc a,ve Been More Helpful 
~'he stUdents were given the opportunity to mak. III free response as to the 
ways in which their junior eollege eX'Perience could have been more helpful to 
them. It \Ja5 possible to place the responsE''! of tho!!e who answered this 
question i.nto fifteen categories. Th, results are illustrated In 'rabl. 19. 
Over one-half, 55.22 per cent, did not respon(l to this queet,icn. Of those 
~o did respond, 6.59 per oent stated the need for more counseling, and L.40 
Plr C6ut f!'.ll" mO!"e assistance with their study hah! ttl. There is eVidence that 
10 .. stuoents lIfere s~rf')' they did not complete their etuciies in junior 
COllege, becau~e 5.22 per cent Wished they had received a degree. That the 
IQrrounc'1ngB, faCilities, and staff ehould be i~proved was expressed b:'f L.12 
Per Clnt, and 1.65 per cent said more understanding teachers shoulc be hired. 
pt 
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TABI..E 17 
OJ?OCFTUNlTIES IN PRESENT JOB, PEPJI.ANtNT OR TF1<1POFAFY 
ACCOPDnn TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE 
Opportunity Male Female Total 
No. ~ No. % NOe % 
-
A great deal 50 39.06 17 17.00 67 29.)9 
Some 46 35.94 40 40.00 B6 37.72 
Li ttle or none 22 17.19 27 27.00 49 21.49 
Uncertain 6 4.69 12 12.00 18 7.89 
No response 4 3.12 4 4.00 8 3.51 
Total 128 100.00 100 100.00 228 100.00 
...... 
> 
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TABLE 18 
y,1!ERE KNm!LEroE AND/OR EXPERIENCE 1N PRESENT JOB WAS GAINEDIt-
y.)here Gained Male Female Total 
(134) (102) (236) 
No. % No. % No. % 
On-the-job training 88 65.67 59 57.84 147 62.29 
Junior College (CCC) 34 25.37 30 29.41 64 27.12 
High School 17 12.69 26 25.49 43 18.22 
Other job experiences 19 14.18 17 16.67 36 15.25 
Technical School 14 10.45 12 11.76 26 11.02 
College or University 16 11.94 5 4.92 21 8.90 
My hobbies 3 2.24 • • • • 3 1.27 
At home 3 2.24 • • • • 3 1.27 
~Two choices were accepted 
........ 
-6L. 
Those students who felt that the junior college broadened their back~rounc, 
was satisfactory, or was helpful totaled 7.97 per cent. 
Pesponees of a group of students, 12.91 per cent, fit into categories 
that dealt with the courses and curriculum. More specialized courses should 
be offered was expressed by L..12 per cent. For transfer purposes, 3.30 per 
cent felt that the Junior college program should follow the program of a senior 
college. Students, ).02 per cent, expressed the wish that they had taken more 
practical courses, 1.10 per cent that they Mould have been permitted to take 
only those courses that they were interested in, and 1.37 per cent that the 
hours the courses are offered should be improved. 
Since les8 than one-haU of the students responded to this question it i8 
difficult to draw any conclusions. In general, moat of the references 'Were 
ade with regard to improvement of coull8eling, curriculum, and facilities and 
etaff. 
Student Opinions of the Curriculum and Stud'.mt 
Personnel Services 
'lbe following pages will deal with the students' opinions of the 
curriculum and student persomel services of ecce These are opinions, in 
retrospect, in most cases, because of the four-)'ear lapse Since they entered 
ecC. fur11lf that time many dropped out before completion of the junior college 
program. It was hoped that the lapse of time woule permit the little 
"ernationa to be forgotten and the student would be able to respond to the 
",etion in Q more objective manner. 
For each of the questions asked the students there will be five tables. 
-. t1ret table will indicate the resoonses of all students who replied to the 
---
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FESPONSE '10 CUESTION OF HOV JUNIOR COLLIDE 
COUIlJ HAVE EREll ~10FE HELPFUL ACCORDING '1'0 SEX AND PEFO;NTAGE 
Response Male Female Total 
No. ;0 No. 'I, No. ~ 
More counseling 13 5.94 11 7.58 24 6.59 
Help with study habits 7 3.20 9 6.20 16 4.40 
Follow program ot senior 
college for transter 7 ).20 5 3.45 12 3.30 
More speo1a112ed oourses 12 5.48 3 2.07 15 4.12 
Improve hours courses 
offered 4 1.83 1 0.69 5 1.37 
Improve surroundings, 
fao1lities and staff 8 3.65 7 4.83 15 4.1? 
More understanding teachers 2 0.91 4 2.76 6 1.65 
More school act1vities 3 1.37 2 1.38 5 1.37 
Permit me to take courses 
interested in 2 0.91 2 1.38 4 1.10 
Wish took more pract1cal 
Oourses h 1.83 7 4.83 11 3.02 
Wilh received degree 6 2.74 13 8.96 IS 5.22 
Broadened fr\Y background 1 0.46 .3 2.07 4 1.10 
Wal satisfactory :; 2.28 6 4.14 11 3.85 
Wa. helpful 8 3.6, 6 4.14 14 3.e, 
WII no help 2 0.91 • • • • 2 0.:;, 
10 response 135 61.64 66 45.52 201 55.22 
.... 
total 219 100.00 145 100.00 36L 100.00 
........ 
. ~'''\I{ . 
...... 
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question. 'lbe second table will show the replies of those students who were 
attending a sendor college or had already received the bachelor's degree. 
'lhe third table "'hlch also includes students indicated in the second t.able 
will show the replies of those students who earned an Ai degree or diploma 
from eec. It was considered relevant to isolate the graduates eeparately to 
observe their responses as a distinct group. '!he fourth tsble will show the 
replies of the students who attended technical school or received a 
certificate of some type. The fifth and last table will indicate the replies 
of those students who did not graduate from eee, and did not indicate any 
additional education. 
It is hoped that by presenting the responses in this fashion it will be 
possible to determine if the various groups of students responded differently 
to certain questions. 'lbe differences will be pointed out in instances of 
disagreement 'With the total opinion. 
Those who responded as ~ecided" will not be considered unless there 1s 
• noted increase or decrease in their number. It is polsl ble that thls group 
"ere fence straddling, or did not Wish to comment, or that they had not had 
enough contact with eee to express an opinion. 
In discussion, the two categories "Strongly Agree" and "Agree" ",111 be 
treated together. '!he same will be done for "Disagree" and "Strongly 
IllIIgree. tt This is done for purposes of simpliCity and clarity. 
$C Curriculum Better Sui ted for Transfer Students 
'lbe results indicating reeponses to the stat.ement are shol!ln in Tables 20 
through 24. The statement as shol!ln in the quest10maire was: 
jiiiIP 
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TABLE 20 
STUIENT OPINION ACCORDING TO SEX A.lIlD PEPCENTAGE TO S'rATEr1EN'T: 
AT ece THE CURRICULUM IS BETTER SUITED TO SERVE THE NEEDS OF 
TRA."1~FIR STUDF1lTS THAN OF THOSE S'l"JDENTS \-JHO COMPLEtE THEIP 
EDUCATION IN THE JUNIOF COLLEGE 
-
Opinion Male Female Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
strongly Agree 14 6.39 9 6.21 23 6.32 
Agree 44 20.09 37 25.52 e1 22.25 
Undecided 57 26.04 31 21.)8 8P 24.18 
Disagree 47 21.46 55 37.93 102 28.0~ 
Strongly Disagree 20 9.13 8 5.52 28 7.69 
No Response 37 16.89 5 3.44 42 11.5L 
Total 219 100.00 145 100.00 364 100.00 
.. *' • 
-
.. 
...... 
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;\t Clli('ai~O Cit:! CGllo~e tih!1 <:~urricu1um ls bott{~1t" suit.cd 1:;0 :3C:.ll"'J'e 
the needs c.:' tN',.n$::;''\n:· atudant,stban of those st:udeft'i;'s who complete 
thf..'ir educut.:ton in the junior callege. 
The ~ncr.:.l opinion in agrei.ltOOnt 111 th the StAt43tuent was 28.;'~1 per cent, 
I't 18 possih1.e thnt the studmt who had ecn¢eted hie education at 000 
and a~d an M deg'l"ee or diploma would be ~ 1Dc11Ded to be 1n dis~nt 
wi ~ the stat.ement.. 
OCr:: CUrriculum Bet,tar ·nu1ted fer Tem18al Students 
_ l t I J , 3 r n n hAL 
The Naul te inti1eetlng 19apI.DRU. to the statement are shaIm 1ft 'ables 2S 
through 29. The statement as: sbmIn in the qUoestiomaire was: 
At Ci:d.,~aeo Cit:." Collep the CUl'l1.cu:a.. t.a better autted to tbe med. 
of te1'ttJi.n.a1 students than of those st\¥fente Wbo plaD to oCl'l)plew 
their education tn 8CD.e b1gb.er tD8tltuUon. 
The gemral op1n1on in agnt8llfmt td. til the statement vas 26.10 per o_t, 
arxl 1n d1$atll"Comant !,3.96 per cent. Two groups _1'0 more 1ft di~nt with 
tbe sta~nt~ t.bo AA 8X"OUP S5.23 per cent, and the senior eoUo~ ~ 51.08 
pal" oen~. '.!he nongradUates weN in d1aagreft'JUerlt 0Dl.y' 21.78 per cent, wt, 
1aterest.1ngly, the nal-re~ to thts quDs't1on was 1:5.00 per cent, ttberoas 
.. usual non"!'Iaoponse .for this group had been al"'Olmd t:wentr.1 ... .f1 ve POl" cent. 
It is po3s:Uilo ~~hf.it, oanh 'riowad the curriculum froIJl his own fl"'amo o!" 
IUerence. ThOi·.H:~ in the AA group rooy baiV'O pla~. to go to a senior 1Jolloge I 
-. ICIne did; +hc:l:"C'.foro. \:hay tou.nd the cumcul:um stU. ted their needs. 'rho 
'-cJaatc"'''I' I"""""""'i -r',,! ,,,,~ ,~", ,.,,·' .... t~"'n~ ~.-~,j 1+ ","'~ ",""l l·.t ~ "''''''''' .~... "" -",,, :.1..,\ J"'_.t ....... ~!,.,;,;..i_ '", , .. l,..,.r-',., f '-~'I\ii tJ ti~.lq ";,.; J.,.ut»~ ~ ~_,fcb .. t: , .... ~ J,J.-l'oiJ1W/\iY. ",,,)4 .. U·vv tll-'; W.Uv .. -
ICl.ese docs o:"';'or both '1:.1 .... 1M.fer zmd l;.el;·,unll<.tl pl"'Ogr~s, 6<..tch t~~O my b.'lVl:' 
I 
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TllJ1Lf~ 21 
ceo CirllICU'f,u1 3::rn:1. SUI1!~D 1'<E nf(fIDFl.~a STtr.:.07lS 
S:slUm f]ClJ,m:; 9'l"l.mtmS ! Rrs~0NSE9 ll.CCORDDIl '!'O sr:c AND PEllCn1rJ'UlB 
Opinion , lmle Fcraal.e Towl 
110" p no. " llo .. i~ ,,, 
s~Agreo 5 S.81 8 15.10 13 9.3S 
A&~ 18 20.93 U 20.7> 29 20 .. 86 
tb:loo1ded 22 25.$8 12 22.6b 31t 2h.b6 
:>1~ 25 29.07 19 lS.8S 4h )1.66 
St...~ m...,ncreo 1, 15.12 .3 5.66 16 U.$t 
l10 ao~ , ).h9 .. 
" • • l 2.16 
'total 86 100.00 S, lOO.OO 139 100.00 
--... 
..... 
7(} 
'i'i\.BLE 22 
COO OO'LtU'CtIIUU BEfflll stJIt!'.c:D IQl 'J.'lWtS1JER ~ 
ltil Tlrn'r""' l!lI?! a 1 ,! <, • ,'..J.l ~ l t.;~.... "h«f ..,., ... 5"1'UDEL"TS I P..ESPOBSES JlI'XX'.a')M TO S"~ }iND ?~,iI1l:S 
Opirdan !-tale ~e total 
So. ~ 110. % He. ;h 
Ot~1'~ .. .. • • 2 6.hS 2 2.99 
Acrao S 1).89 1 22.S8 12 11.91 
Undooided 13 .)6.11 7 22.~ 20 29.8S 
tl1a~o 11 )0.56 14 It 16 ;,. 2) ".31 
St:oc:rn[;ly ~e 7 19.44 1 ).23 S 11 .. 94 
total 
.36 100.00 II 100 .. 00 67 100.00 
..... 
.1 
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1ABT...t1 23 
cce Cua::n::CULtr'l rerreR !mI't£D FCR T1.W1S~Ul mrollfl'S 'l'Fmmc..u.,/an~rL:-mltft: ~f r~rl'mS ACOORnOO 1'0 3r!X Afro ~1!Gr 
-
I I • •• I .-,. .. • I. I • ••• ••• .11 I ... I ••• I .. • • ........ III .w J .. ... •• 1 P r , 'In . , I' I rn I , 1 • I I Ui , 
Opinion liale ~ rotal 
• ... I. I • I III I , I ~ I I I • I , ., nO. d No .. ,,",, l1c. d iff ;" I;J 
. . ,. d j II , I 1ft " P q F F • d •• I • I I f PH, • , I I 
StronGly ~i.t~n~ 2 9.)2 .. .. .. .. 2 5.13 
Agrco ,.. a3.81 
.3 16.67 (3 2O.SJ, ;:;. 
lh:locideo 1 33.33 6 33.3) 1.3 33.33 
D1${~gl"C;C 1.$ 19.05 1 38.69 II 28 .. 21 
Strmr ly -)is,lf;rGl;.' \ '. ,.' 2 9.,3 1 , .. 5) 
.3 1.69 
IoResponoo 1 L.76 1 $.56 2 $.1,) 
-. I~" , I •• • p • • • •• • I I • III I I 
-. 
I •• I • total 21 100.00 18 100.00 39 100.00 
-
net I , I , • I • , • I « , II I , •• t 
...... 
12 
fABLE 24 
COO CURRIaJWM BET'1U SUI'!'E.D FOR 1'llANSFER sroDENTS. 
NON-QRADUA1"I srtJDEH'l'S' RSSPCIlSES ACCORDIHG 1'0 SE:X .AND FERCEtll'AOE 
-- .. 
. 
-
0p1n10D Mal. raul. fot,al 
10. ~ No. ~ No. % 
St~A1N8 7 6.60 1 1 • .35 8 4.bb 
Agree 19 17.9.3 20 21.03 39 21.61 
tblecided 24 22.6b 13 l'.S1 37 20.$6 
Disagree 16 1$.10 26 3S.14 b2 2).33 
St;ror&gq IlIsape8 4 3.71 4 5.40 8 4.44 
No response )6 33.96 10 13.51 1J6 25.S'6 
'lotal 106 100.00 74 100.00 180 100.00 I I, 
I: 
...... 
... 
73 
'lbo rvwl ts 1M1oa ti23g ftapaDS€f8 to the eta tement al"e shotm in Tables 30 
.I::.b..~.lb. The statomo:lt rut shown in the quest~ .en 
At Chicago City' ~gs l'!lON e~$ should be pit.cllod Qt tlw le~",el 
or aWl t;:r of' st1l:.1ents wi» did not MiTE! • abUl t:T to succeed in 
p!"'9S4mt ~. 
!he general optnicm in agrefllSDt u!th the 8tn~nt was lh.34 per cent, 
ana in dl~nt b).ltO per eent. 'l'ba l!km\1or ooll.oge studete "'"' in <Ii$-
agreomont w:t ththis $ta~t 56.8) Pll" OGat. \'be tiA ~e students, 62.69 
per etmt, were more in dlsapeeJJlllt tdth thi. Stlltemm'.tt t.ban the .wrage of tho 
gI'OIlP. The non ... ~te .twfaa .. cH~d w1~ the etatA!almt only 31.11 per 
cent. 'lb.o teehn1(~al/CfJr'ti£lolJlte studtJntB ~ w!th the stataet 46.15 per 
It appears thr~t if tile student e~ted the jtm10l" e~co ~ 01" 
.... £'or1"Qd to .:1, aen10r ,~ollep 'heid not t_l tlla:t the COUftIeG ahould be 
pS.tcbod ':'It. tJw lower abU1ty l.avel. The ~teJ alt.hoQgh not a.n;y ~ in 
.... ntt witl~ tho statement, 'IMt'f lua :1 .. Tho teebrtlcal/ 
~Nlte S"0Went. was a iP"Ca'tJ deAl more 1n ~t with pitchiaa tbrI 
'*'"eo to ~;.h;, :!.~r abU:tty l<r,rel .. 
·~39. 
srrollllT a>Dr.roo AOOoru:mn '1"0 ~ AnD ~:mAQE TO STATllnrr; 
.iT ace m~ CUlr,ICULUH IS ~ SUI'l'W TO'l'!lt': NEImS OF ~·:nL'U~ 5Tt.l!i:Jlt'S 
TIt~I OP TBCX3!:: :'1'rtlJlllTS t~IO ~ TO Ca'1i:~.LL"~ Tm'I1 r:nUCJI.TIOn 
IN SOliA: IttGtta IusrmmOH 
Total 
... +~ ... l' !l.gree 
",,) I\..t. "';.it .. ~, . 22 10.(1.) 10 6 .. 90 32 8.19 
~a :;L 15.53 29 20 .. 00 6,3 17.31 
1::JID::leeidecl bh 20.09 23 1$.86 67 16.40 
D:lsagreo 61 )0.:-;9 66 h5.~2 133 36.SU 
S~y Dio,w.r.roo 
' "" -- .,,4 it*'" . U 6.39 1) ns;6 v. 27 7.l,2 
Io:m~e )8 11.3, 1~ 2 .. 76 42 ll.5JJ 
219 100 .. 00 364 10.00 
........ 
A 
.,1 
• 
'rAntl":: 26 
(!CO ct!:!t1ICU'!.tmr ~~]. SUrr,rJ) Fa"! 'l"'~mt4.t !JTlJ!Ilm 
lrll!OO CtLUnr; STUDIllTS ' a,:?'spo!1383 
i1CCOOJDlO TO Sg;: ~'Uro P!XE!tlrJ['C 
q11n1on i'11U.e Female 
!lo. 41- lJo. cif 110. p 
" 
Stl~:ly ~1'Te6 12 13 .. 95 1 1.89 13 
.. \.".~C 11, 16.28 12 22.6b 26 
Ul'l:10~i(;cd 19 22 .. 09 1 13.21 20 
D:i.s,lv"eC .30 .3b.69 27 50.94 57 
StronGl;! D1a<l~a 8 9.30 6 11.)2 llct 
No ]05'901100 .:; ,.149 
" 
. .. « ,3 
'fotal , 100 .. 00 5) 100.00 139 
--.. 
1~ ,~ 
!o'till 
('f 
I:) 
9.3$ 
18.11 
1(:.70 
U~Ol 
10."7 
2.16 
100.00 
;0 
,i 
,Ii i 
1,,1,1 
lill ; 
I ~II: 
IIII , 
I I 
'I: I I ' 
I " 
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TABLE 27 
cee C'U?W:ITCUIJUfif mTTER SUITED FOR TI';Hlm~l!.L STUDmlTS AA DEGR.r4jD11'LOHA STUDEll'tS 1 RESPONsr,s 
ACCOR.DING TO SEX AND pmc:Etrr.~E 
Opinion Male Female Total 
110. % ~To. c1 No. d i:J. l" 
I 
• I I . .. -
Stl~ Agree 1 2.78 • . • • 1 1.49 
Agree ;; I,}. 89 10 )2.26 15 22 • .39 
Undec:id,ed 9 2,.00 4 12.90 1.3 19.40 
Disagree 13 ,;6.ll 16 ,1.61 29 43.29 , 
Stro~ Disagree 7 19.44 1 ,3.23 8 11.94 
No Response 1 2.78 • • • • 1 1.49 
-- • • 
Total 36 100.00 
.:n 100.00 67 100.00 
• . 
. 
--
11 
fABLE 28 
ooe C"m.t1tCOLUM mt.st SU!'tED JOR BIH:~AL S'NDlJ1'IS 
!ECB~m~ SfUJllli!S I KSSPCBSES 
AOCCJmDIJ 1'0 SEt AID ~ 
Qlirlion Halo ~ Total 
•• J •• )i 
..... 1t 
St~Aeree s 2).81 2 u.n ? 1?.9!) 
Agree l 1!,.!9 3 16.6? 6 lS.,S 
UQ:ieeided 1 lJ.lJ 2 :u.u 9 2).08 
~ L 19.0$ 10 ss.ss l1a J5.9Q 
3~~- 1 b."/6 • .. • • 1 2 .. S6 
r:ro Response l 11-76 , s.s6 2 S·lJ 
-
'ro-tA! 21 lti).OO 18 100.00 39 100.00 
4 
I 
! 
78 
,.ABLE 29 
! 
! 
ace CU!t-1.!Ctl'ttm BE'l"J.'"£R SUI1'ED PUR m1lmlAt ~ ! 
~A1'E S'l'UJBJTS I RtSPCIISBS 
ACCc:rumn fO SE[ AND P~ .. \GE 
~on l'.ale Fenale Total. ! 
" '\' 
, 
•• I F • 
, 1 
~. % No. c! 10. <",: N p 
• I , r r, I 111 II t • 
, I I I , I I I. U ~i 
Strongly Agree 1 0.91. 4 
' .. h1 
, 2 .. 76 
Agree 10 9. Ii) 10 13.Sl 20 U.ll 
i 
trndceidsd 13 12.27 11 lh.B6 24 1.3.)3 ,-
Disagree 23 21 .. 70 11 22.97 40 22.22 
! 
st.rongly D1sagroc 3 2.83 1 9.h6 10 ,.56 /' 
ID Response $6 52 .. 8) 25 33.79 81 45.00" 
I l F • F d / 
'total 106 100.00 74 100.00 180 1OO.qb 
; 
•• J I l F I F F 
, i , 
i 
"i 
/1 
i 
..... 
I 
I, I 
79 
TAII.E )0 
S'l'UDIlrt 0PmI0't1 ACCORDOO fO 3D: Am) P~AGE TO S'tAmnm': Kl cee }KnL OOU'RSES SlDIJ) BE PrfCl£D AT mE LEilm., OF AmtM OF ~ WHO DO 1m HlVE filE Am.M 
1'0 ~ II PllESl.1.H'l ~
:: ; , 3 f: ! I II r 19 Ji I t n i , I' f"lt':PiIB1idCI' 'a" iii E , ' !III I 7' i 2 if , '4 i 
Mala !Ulale Total 
10. I ~ • s . I fO. 2' '/IJ 
20 9.1) 26 17.9) 116 12.64 
hI, 20 .. 10 35 2J.s.JJ. 79 21.70 
a5 11 .. h2 17 ll .. 72 1,2 U.5h 
$6 2$.57 hO 27.59 96 26.)7 
'J1 17.69 25 11.21: 62 11.0,3 
31 16.89 2 1.38 '9 10.72 
d I I 1 
219 100.00 lh5 100.00 ~ 100.00 
1 , 1 P .,, 1 I .1 1 1 j n I I • • r 
p 
80 
TABLE )l 
COtJ:RSES SHOULD BE GEARED TO A LOWER ABILIn' LEVEL soom Cct.tmE S'.rt1Dm'TS' RESPCIlSES 
ACCORDllll TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE 
, , A • 
F T 
Opinion Hale Female 10tal 
I No. % No. % No. % 
• • 
Strongly Agree 
.3 3.1&9 8 15.09 11 7.92 
Agree 18 20.93 10 18.87 28 2O .. U 
Und.ecided 11 12 .. 19 6 11.32 11 12.23 
Disagree 30 34.88 20 31.11& ,0 3$ .. 91 
Strongly Disagree 20 23.26 9 16.98 29 20.66 
110 Response h 4.65 • • • • 4 2.88 
, . 
total 86 100.00 53 100.00 139 100.00 
....... 
'l~ .32 
OOtmSES SlDltD 1E OEA.ilIm 'to A L(JtfER ABILM ISm. 
I 
•• t I • I 
qlinion 
T I r i 
Stron&tY Agrooo 
.6gt'oe 
lblecided 
D1sag:rec 
S~lif~e 
10 Response 
-
P F r 
M remEElDIPLWlA aruDmr.rs f m:sPCIfSES 
AOOORVIlIl '1'0 ~ Am) Pra:3'1'AGE 
., , I •• I •• 'Il 1M I' .f £ .... II I 
:Kale ~e 
r' q 
-. 
, 1 I , I 
110. % No. % 
• 1 IT f. • • It • b f • 
• .. • 
" 
.2 6.45 
6 16.67 it 12.90 
'1 19.hit :; 16.1) 
12 33.33 15 h8 .. 39 
10 21407fj ;; 16.13 
1 2 .. 76 .. .. .. • 
F I I , 
J6 100 .. 00 100.00 
J' U I. F • d It 
It '1 t 
1Ft 
TOtal 
" 
• F 
10 .. d I:;' 
a U b. I r 1 
2 2.99 
10 14.93 
12 11.90 
27 1:0.30 
1S 22.39 
1 1.49 
t I 
61 100 .. 00 
l 11 r • I I • M 
1 I 
• 
• d 
ctJJ">:SBS SIlOtJLD $ Gr:a..~""'D TO A L(1"lCa ABIt.M U;vEt 
wmICAL/Cr2flFICA'rE S'tUlD'l'S' ~
ACCORDllG 1'0 8m: AID PEiwmi'ME 
82 
()p:' ·1011 )tale ~le '1'otal 
I • I I I I I I • I • Do. % 10. % No. % 
-
, , 
I I • ,.1 I I • 
Strongly Agree 4 19.OS 2 11.11 6 lS.38 
Agrace 6 28.$7 6 33·l3 12 )0.71 
tfrldaaidsd 14 19.0; 
.3 16.67 1 11.95 
D1sagroe 
.3 lb.29 ,'" ~ .. 78 8 20.51 :;J 
S~~groe 1] 19.04 2 U.ll 6 l$.39 
"Re~ .. .. 
" 
.. 
.. .. 
" 
~ 
• • I I I I I I I • , • •• total 21 100.00 18 100.00 39 100 .. 00 
Pb I I • I ¥ t I r I IJ FA r • , t • F 
•• 111111 
• 
•• 
83 
fABLE 34 
COORSES SlDJLD IE GJ?A.'IlED 'to A LOt,~ ABl'LIft !£'VEL lft5.GRA1l1AtE ~! RESPOIf)ES 
.wcaumf.} 1'0 am: AXO PERCElftAGE 
~in1on i·Tale I!\lmaJ.e Total 
no. % No .. ,,f Do. % f" 
StronGly Agree 1 6.60 1$ 20.21 22 12.22 
Af;."'Oe 19 11.93 18 2b.32 37 20.$6 
Un"jecide-J 9 8.49 6 8.11 15 B.33 
Di~~G 19 11.92 13 17S7 32 17 .. 78 
S~D1aaeroe 11 10.)8 13 11.$7 2li 1) .. 33 
10 RospclDSEt 41 )8.68 9 12 .. 16 SO 27.78 
•• I I ~ !II" I I • I I I • I I •• .~ I !OW 106 100.00 7b 100 .. 00 l80 100.00 
- • • 
, r I I I I • I •• I I I L I r , i F 1 I d 
...... 
At CbS.:::<!lgf) Oi t;;; College prtOVisi.on is made for t4i obt.al rrl..Dg of advioe on educ,a tional p...-oblOSltl or dU:t'1oul t5.ss. 
'lba ~'tJlrol op:i.nion in agreaaant with t.bia staJc.emant was 41.81 per cent, 
and in d.1sGgro~t, 2$.27 pel" cent. !he greatest dtff'erenee wlth re.fEU"eD""JJ t;o 
iJrls st.'ltement OC~m'"8 in ~t with it by serd.ar eoUQgo 8tudents~ 59 .. 00 
per !:}ant., and tJlG .I\..~ degl"'OO st .. :tdentfJ, 68.66 per cent .. 
It is possible that ttleso stw1a11ta VSl'e sueee .... ~ in x-eooiv1Dg aas1s~ 
on odUCa.tiObll pl"Obl.el:w and; tbevetore" 'WeN able to c~te t.ha j~ oal.le· 
p~ or ~fer to a san.i.or college. It 1.8 also possible tbese are the 
typo of stmients who wou1..d seek out help or aft more aeademio~ ahlo w 
d reoe1:il1t l'lIOl"e &ssist~. It doH not teU 'US where they obtained advice. 
The result.<J indicating l"SspoJISe8 to the I'ftatemant aN showJ1 in Tables 
through 44.. 1.'bc statement 4S shown :1n the quastionnaiN was: 
At Chioago City COll.eee P1"Ol1i81cm 1. made £or ob~ advice 01'1 Vo.1a t1aQal p].nos. 
!he ~l opUd.on. in ~t with this st$t..amGDt .. hh .. SO per cent. 
in disagr'e«mnt 20 .. 89 per cent.. The groatest dlf:~'<.U"fUlce iD re~ to 
ation o~cure in ~t to tb1s statement b:f Ali de~ students, 61.19 pal" 
, am teclmieal/eerti!1cate stu.dentB, $6 .. ltl pel'" cant.. It 1s po$sible that 
two gl"OUpa 0';> student.s were ~ VOt:at1~ tn"ientated, w that they 
IIOJ.'te un:ru:ro o:~ tMil'" plam and NeG!. "red tile help that they aeedod to 
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TA.BLI 35 
S'fUDBR'l' OPDION .A.OOCItDIB'G 'fO SIX AND PmOIlr1'A.GI TO STATJ!:MB:NTa 
AT 000 manSION IS MADE J'CIt TIE OBTAINIHG or ADVIOE 01 
mJOA'fIOlW. PftOJUMB em DunOUm'I1S 
Opln1t11l Male Female Total 
No. ~ -WOe .!' WO. J 
strongly Agree 22 10.05 14 9.66 36 9.89 
Agree 79 36.07 59 40.68 138 37.92 
Undecided 25 U.42 32 22.07 57 15.66 
I 
Ii 
nt.agree 36 16.44 28 19.31 64 17.58 
Strong ly ll1. aagree 19 8.67 9 6.21 28 7.69 
10 aespons. 38 17.35 3 2.07 41 11.26 
total 219 100.00 116 100.00 364 100.00 
, 
....... 
86 
TABLE 36 
ADVICE (J{ EIlJCATIOOL PROBLEMS 
SPJUOR COLIJl)E snmmrrs' RESPORSE 
ACCOftDOO TO SEX .l1ID pmClIlTAGE 
Opin:l.on Kale 'emale Total 
Mo. • No. ~ No. • 
Strongq Alree 17 19.77 5 9.44 22 15.8) 
Acr·e 35 40.70 25 47.17 60 4).17 
Undecided 8 9.)0 11 20.75 19 1).66 
meagree 1) 15.11 12 22.64 25 17.99 
Strongly Dlsqree 10 11.6) • • • • 10 7.19 
10 Responu ) ).49 • • • • ) 2.16 
Total 86 100.00 5) 100.00 139 100.00 
----
87 
TABLE 37 
ADVICE 01 IJlJCATIORAL PROBLEMS 
AA DIDREE/DIPIDMA STtl'l'ENTS t RESPmlSES 
ACCORDItn '1'0 SEX AHD PERCmrt'AGE 
Opinion Mal. r.ale Total 
110. , 110. ~ No. • 
Strongly Agre. 4 11.11 
• • • • 4 S.97 
Agre. 24 66.67 18 S8.06 42 62.69 
Undlo1ded 3 8.33 S 16.13 8 11.94 
D18agrel 2 S.$6 7 22.$8 9 13.43 
Strongly Dleagre. 2 S.SS 1 3.23 3 4.48 
10 Response 1 2.78 
• • • • 1 1.49 
. -
'total 36 100.00 31 100.00 67 100.00 
Ll 
~>--------------.......... .. 
88 
!.tILl 38 
ADV'ICI 011 EJJJO.l!IOKlL FROBLIMS 
Tl!x:INlCAI/cDnPlCATI SWDIHTS' RISPORSES 
ACOamrm TO SIX AID Pl!2ClIrrAGl 
Opinion Male Female Total 
Ho. !C No. % No. % 
strongly Agree 1 4.76 3 16.67 4 10.26 
Agr.e 7 33.)4 7 38.89 14 3,.90 
Undeoided 6 28.,7 , 27.78 11 28.20 
m.aavee 6 28.;7 1 ,." 7 17.95 
Strongly Il1eagree 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
10 RellPonae 1 4.76 2 11.11 3 7.69 
'otal 21 100.00 18 100.00 39 100.00 
---
89 
TABLI 39 
ADVICE 01 EIl1CA'fIORAL PROBLEMS 
NCJf -GJ!WIJATE S'l'ODJlf!S' RESPOISFS 
ACCORDDIO TO SEX AND PIRCBHTAGE 
Opinion Hal. '.ma1. Total 
Mo. , No. % No. , 
strongly Ap-e. 4 3.77 6 8.11 10 ,.,6 
Agre. 37 34.91 2S 33.79 62 34.~ 
t7nd.c1ded 8 7.55 14 18.92 22 12.22 
Illagr •• 16 1$.09 11 14.86 27 1,.00 
Strongq meagre. 9 8.49 7 9.46 16 8.89 
10 Relpone. 32 30.19 11 14.86 43 23.89 
Total 106 100.00 74 100.00 180 100.00 
...... 
---------------------~ 
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TABIB 40 
STtJDmlf OPINIOR ACC<EDlJfG 1'0 SII AID pmCENTAGE TO S'l'ATF.MI1M: AT COO PROVISION IS MADE FOR OBl'AI1IIHO ADVICE OB VOCAflONAL PLlHS 
Opinion Male re.le Total 
10. % No. ~ 10. % 
Strongly Agree 14 6.39 12 8.28 26 7.14 
Agree 78 3S.6) 58 40.00 136 37.)6 Undecided 41 18.72 44 )0.34 85 23.35 
Disagre. 37 16.89 20 13.79 57 15.66 
StronglJr Illeagree 12 5.48 7 4.83 19 5.23 10 Respon.e 37 16.89 4 2.76 41 11.26 
Total 219 100.00 116 100.00 364 100.00 
---
~>-----------~ 
I 
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TABLE 41 
ADVICE OR VOCAtIONAL PIAIS 
SDlIOR COttmE S'ltJDmrrst RESPONSES 
ACCORDIJI) TO SEX AID PERC.TAGE 
'I, 
i' , 
Opin1on Male Fe_le 'total 
Ho. , No. ~ No. % 
Strong17 Agree 12 13.9$ 4 7SS 16 11.51 
Agree 28 32.56 23 43.40 51 )6.69 
Undecided 22 25.58 17 32.07 39 28.06 
Dleagree 13 15.12 7 1).21 20 14.39 
Strongly Dieagree 8 9.)0 2 ).11 10 7.19 
10 Re8pon.e 
.3 3.49 • • • • .3 2.16 
total 86 100.00 $3 100.00 139 100.000 
--
92 
TABLE 42 
ADVICE ON VOCATIONAL PLANS 
AA DBlRKE/DIPLOMA STUDBNTS' RESPONSES AccatDIlll TO SEX .AND PERCl!m'AGE 
Op1n1on Male 'e .. le Total 
No. :& No. • No. % 
I I Strong~ Agree 4 11.11 • • • • 4 ,.97 I "1' 
Agree 20 ".,6 17 ,4.84 37 ".22 
Undeoided 9 2,.00 , 16.13 14 20.90 
meagree 2 ,." 6 19.3, 8 11.94 
Strong~ Dieagree 
• • • • 3 9.68 3 4.48 
10 Responle 1 2.78 • • • • 1 1.49 
-Total 36 100.00 31 100.00 67 100.00 
..... 
93 
TAU 43 
ADVICE OR VOCATI01U.L PUNS 
TEXlDIICAI.{CIRTIncATE STUIEN'l'S' RESPONSES 
ACC<JIDDQ !o SEX .llm pmC.TAGE 
Opinion Male Female Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Strongly Air •• • • • • 3 16.67 3 7.69 
,,"- 11 52.38 8 44.44 19 48.72 
Undecided 2 9.52 4 22.22 6 1$.39 
Dieagre. 6 28.57 2 11.U 8 20.51 
Strongly nt. Agr •• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
10 ReSPOIlM 2 9.S3 1 5.S6 3 7.69 
total 21 100.00 18 100.00 39 100.00 
..... 
, 
,.... 
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TABLE 44 
ADVICE Cll VOCATIONAL PLAHS 
NOH-GIWXJA'rE S!UDENTS' RESPONSES 
ACCQRDIJI) 'lO SEX .A.IID PmCEN'UGE 
Opinion Male Female Total 
lo. !I No. ~ No. ~ 
Strongq Agree 1 0.94 5 6.76 6 3.33 
Air•• 35 33.02 29 39.19 64 35.56 
Undecided l5 14.16 20 27.03 35 19.45 
D:Lsqree 15 1.4.15 11 1.4.86 26 J.h.44 
strongq Dl.aagree 3 3.77 4 5.41 8 4.44 
No Reaponae :;6 33.96 5 6.75 41 22.78 
Total 106 100.00 74 100.00 180 100.00 
-95 
formulate goals. 
More Vocational Courses Stould Be Offered 
• 
'lbe results indicating responses to the statement are shown in Tables 45 
through 49. The statement a8 shown in the questionnaire was: 
At Chicago City College more vocational courses should be offered. 
'lbe general opinion in agreement to this statement was 47.26 per cent, and 
in disagreement 16.21 per cent. The greatest difference occurs in agreement 
with this statement by technical/certificate students, 61.54 per cent. It is 
possible that these students went to technical schcol because they could not 
obtain the vocational courses they wanted or needed in the junior college. The 
non-graduate students had a lesser disagreement to this statement, 10.56 per 
cent, although agreement wu similar. The senior college and AA degree 
students were more undecided with relation to this statement than to preVious 
ones. It is possible that the type of program they followed did not require 
vocational courses, and they were not able to respond 8S well to this 
particular statement. 
Advice on Personal Problema 
The results indicating reeponse8 to the statement are shown in Tables $0 
through 54. 'lbe statement as shown in the questionnaire wasl 
At Chicago Ci ty College provision is made for obtaining advice on 
personal problems. 
The general opinion in agreement with this statement ",as 21.97 per cent, 
1n disagreement 3,5.17 per cent, and undecided .31. 87 per cent. 'lbe greatest 
titterence was with the AA degree group who were 40.29 per cent in disagreement 
1I1tb 1he statement. 
jI4 
III'! 
I,ll 
", 
-----------------------....... ~ 
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TAB IE 45 
STUIENT OPINION ACCORDlNG TO SEX AND PE'RCEN'l'AGE TO STATEMENT: AT cec MORE VOCATIONAL OOtJRSES SlOOLD IE OmRED 
Opinion Male F ... 1e Total 
No. • No. % No • % 
• 
StrqlJ Alree )) 1$.07 21 14.4B $4 14.B4 
Agree 60 27.40 $8 40.00 11B )2.42 
Vndeaided 49 22.)8 41 2B.27 90 24.72 
Dl.agre. 29 1).24 14 9.66 4.3 11.81 
Strong11' Dieagre. 11 5.02 , 
.3.45 16 4.40 
10 blPona. l7 16.89 6 4.14 4) 11.81 
• ... II II • !ota1 219 100.00 14$ 100.00 364 100.00 
- .. .. 
--
, 
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TABLl46 
mRI VOClTIOIf.lL COORSIS SHOULD BE OP71I'tED 
SEat COLtmI S!UDJIft'S' RISP<JrSrs 
ACCCEDItIl TO SII AID PlRClIftNll 
Opinion Mal. hale Total 
10. • No. • No. % 
stronglJr AIr •• 10 U.63 6 11.32 16 U.S1 
Acree 18 20.93 19 35.85 37 26.62 
l7Ddeoided 30 lll.88 19 35.85 49 35.2, 
nl.8agree 14 16.28 8 15.09 22 15.83 
StronglJr meagre. u 12.79 • • • • 11 7.91 
10 Reapon.e 3 3.49 1 1.89 4 2.88 
total 86 100.00 53 100.00 139 100.00 
---
98 
TABLE 47 
lI>RE VOCAf.tOlUL COURSES SHOOLD BE OFnRlD 
.A.A D1IlRD/DIPI.DKl S'.rtfl:EITS' RISPORSBS ACC<ltDI1ll TO SU .DD PJltClIrbGE 
Opinion Male Fe.le Total 
I •• ~ No. ~ Ro. f, 
strongly Acree 2 S.,6 ) 9.68 S 7.46 Agree 10 27.78 12 )8.71 22 )2.84 
tl'idecided 12 )).3) 12 )8.71 24 3S.82 
Dleagree 7 19.1.i4 ) 9.68 10 14.9) Strongly D1sagree 4 11.11 1 3.22 , 7.46 10 ReaponH 1 2.78 
• • • • 1 1.49 
!ota1 )6 100.00 31 100.00 67 100.00 
....... 
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TABLE 48 
lORE VOOATIOJW. COORSES SHOOLD BE OFJ'Dt!D 
'l'mmiCAL/Clll'finCATE STUD:srftS' RESPONSES 
ACC<JtDIIIl '1'0 SRI .AtfD Pmtel!lft'.AG I 
Opinion Male Female Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Strong]¥ Acree 6 28.57 4 22.22 10 2$.64 
Agree 7 33.33 7 38.89 14 35.90 
Undecided 5 23.81 , 27.78 10 25.64 
Illeqree 3 1.4.29 1 5.55 4 10.26 
Strongq I\leagree • • • • 1 5.56 1 2.56 
No Reeponee • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Total 21 100.00 18 100.00 39 100.00 
TABLE 49 
K)RI VOCA.'1'lOlAL COURSlm 9IOULD BE OrnRED 
NON-GRADO'I.TE STODlIlI'S' RESPONSE 
I.CCClUmll TO SEX MfD PERCl!M'AGE 
~1n101l Male Fe_le 
10. ~ No. % 
StronglJr A.p-ee 16 15.09 10 13.51 
Agre. 30 28.30 30 40.54 
Undecided 11 10.38 15 20.27 
llI.8agre. 12 11.32 4 5.41 
Strong~ mAgNe • • • • 3 4.05 
10 Respon.e 37 34.91 12 16.22 
total 106 100.00 74 100.00 
---
100 
Total 
No. • 
26 14.44 
60 33.33 
26 14.45 
16 8.89 
3 1.67 
49 27.22 
180 100.00 
r 
" 
','I' 
, 
I " 
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'l'hore seems to be a little disagreement with the sta~t, but it is 
dit± ..ieult to cb--aw ::my' eonclWJions, siD::e al.most an e(l'W.ll number were l&Dleeided. 
The jtmior eolJ..eec stwent;; 1n the met.ropol.itan al"ea, lives at bl.ll!at am anigbt 
not seek aasi.stan~e for peraozaal probl.S8 at school, and, therefore, !lOt J.c:now 
'fllbetaer p:1911siotls were a'1nUable fcrr obtain:lug actnce on per801'11il problems. 
\be stud.eat may .;iev the edue:a t1oaal wti tutton as beiDg ~ £rom his 
pereonal ~· At tAB tiM tlaase stuctata attended jwd..op college the 
Stllient Personnel staff wu lim1 ted. !he cO'QDSel.or m.i.gbt have been buq w! th 
edueat1cmal and ?Ot':'&tian'll. PJ'Obleat, a:r1 ~tO'¥! peraonal problema may 
bave been di.ttteul t, 01- personal pJ."'bla oou.nseling may DOt have been neeeiwd 
as tbe ~e o:t the COUI'lSelor. 
Std.tabUitq of the~ Coll.ep P~ for "~!ocattonal PJ.aDs, 
Ed:Qaat10Dal Object1Yes, and Pe~ Heede 
Die MXt series Gi" qae.at1ona bad to do with haw .U the juDior college 
~suited the voeattaaal pla:ua, educatt.ODal objectives, and~ ueed 
of the student. !here w:e .fi«"e a~s possible 11 aDd tbQ' will be tNated 
iD IJI'OUPS• '"'Great Dealt: am nScue11 vUl be tftated u positive answrs; 11 Ve1!'3 
Sel.dclan w ':A.l..aoat Newrt' w1U be treated as Degative 8.1181feN; and 11lo 
c..mt11 w1ll not be ecnssdered liDlesa it ahawa great di.ftel"QQ:e. As in the 
Pf'OViO'WJ questions, the areas of' greatest differtmee- v:Ul be discussed. 
OOC ~Suited ·;.rocat:tonal Pl.lms 
The re.nulta inrlicatiDg respoamee to tile question are shoE in Tables 5$ 
tb;rough 59. '!'he question aa ahown in tho questioma1re was; 
no 1U'l think you:~' ju.nior college program sui ted Yflll't' voca t10Dal 
plans? 
lO2 
TJ:tm.L !)O 
STtEmT CPDfIOU .i,£COaDING TO SEX AND P:::;?CmlC.\G:-; TO STAT:]'~: M ceo PRO'lISDl IS lWJE 
n:n OBrAllmIl ADVICE 01 rJ}~ON:\1 p~1OBT);]1S 
Opinion Male FemaJ.e Total 
rio. ~~ rio. rl Ito .. 
'" 
iC) /;,) 
Stt"On{",ly- .Ag'~ 12 5.lt8 8 5.$2 20 $.49 
Aeroo )8 17.3, 22 15.17 60 16.h8 
Undecidod 59 26.9$ 57 39.31 116 )1.81 
D1s~~e 510 22.8) 38 26 .. 21 88 24.18 
St~ly Disacree 23 10.,0 17 ll .. 12 40 10 .. 99 
10 Response )1 16.89 3 2 .. 07 40 10.99 
'total 219 100.00 11~5 100.00 J6lJ 100.00 
..... 
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'J.'ABLE 51 
AIWICE <!l PEI~ PROBL.'CHS s:mm COL.U'nE ~} R:::SPQUSES 
AC:lOOI.1D1lIl 10 SE% Alm 1'£lW:m'tAOE 
(l>iniCll Hale ~ Total 
No. 
" 
No. % Ho. d IV 
St.ron&17 !groa a 9.30 .3 $.66 11 7.91-
At."I"eO II 12.19 12 22 .. t)h 23 16 .. 55 
Undecided 27 )1.40 2l 39.62 bB lkSJ 
D:lsagl~e 21 31 .. )9 12 22 .. 6$ 39 28.06 
Strongly D1s~"oo 10 n.63 , 9.43 1, 10.79 
110 RoapQlS13 
.3 3 .. b9 • ~ .. .. .3 2.16 
total 86 100 .. 00 $3 0.00 139 lao. 00 
...... 
":"",,"' 
~ 
,I' 
,I ,:' 
TABLE 52 
AIN'1l1B (If p~ PROBtllI3 
All mnRJ!lG/mPLCIfA  I RBStmftEG 
AOCQ'l"'l'lm TO 51:% AND P""tmnrrll(E~ 
• • I 
I !II I I • 
, 
O'!linion 
" 
!1ale ~le Total 
liG. % 110. % Bo .. 
,~ 
p 
Strorel1 ~ 1. 2.78 1 3.2) 2 2.99 
Agroo 9 2$~OO ;:; 16.13 lU 20 .. 90 
thlccidod 13 36 .. U 10 )2.26 23 34.:;:; 
D1sa(~ 9 25 .. 00 13 la..9' 22 ,32,,8) 
StrcQcl.y 1Jis.,~e :; 8.33 2 6.45 !J 1.46 
lfo~~ "'" ...... ,1 1 2.18 .. " .. .. 1 1.,l~9 
total 36 UJO .. OO 31 100 .. 00 61 100.00 
--. 
..... 
-
1~ 
TJUJ .. E ~3 
A.DVICE (Ii PE.t1SC8A.t PROBt1l:l'S T3Cm'r.roltL~OA'!E ~f RESPONSF1) 
AOOOR'imlJ. TO SI« AND PrnC!lfl'llllE 
OpiniOn l~e Female total 
No .. d 110. % tio. ~1 Ii'" j) 
Stronaly~ 2 9.53 2 11.11 4 10.26 
Agree 6 28.,., 2 11.ll 8 20.52 
th:lecided h 19 .. OS 9 $0.00 13 33 .. 33 
D1a<1.[,::rae .., :U.J.3 4 22 .. 22 II 20.20 
Swngly D1S<.~ 1 L.16 1 $.:;6 2 5.1.3 
10 Response 1 4.16 . • .. .. 1 2.56 
-."" 
total 21 lOO.oo 18 100.00 39 100.00 
---
-p----------------................ 
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fA.BLE ;;U 
AtTIICE CN?~~f3 ~QJ..GMll1Jtr£ S1'tJIi:m'S' 
AGOOl..'1lllIl 'lO SEK AID P11tCIlfl!AGE 
Q?inion 11Qla l?Wlnl<Zt Total 
Uo. d No .. r4 No .. £'f ,iJ ,".j /J 
Gt".~~ l~roo 2 1.89 
.3 4 .. 0$ $ 2.7C 
JJ&l."OO 17 16.Oh 8 10.01 2;5 1.3.0? 
1hl0(:!ichld 2;~: 2Z .. 6h 26 35.14 50 'Z(" 7i 
Disaeree 1.5 lls .. 15 16 21,,6) 31 17.22 
:3ti.~1.y !i1~"'()s 1.': 11..32 n 14.86 2J 12.78 
104lD~ J6 33.96 10 13,,;Q. 46 25 .. ~~6 
'lotal 106 lOO .. oo 14 100 .. 00 100 100 .. 00 
"--
Tba eoneral opinton oi' ~ pooit1:'/G n.cltu.ro was 55.50 per CGat, tmd a:r a 
negative mt.u.ra 13 .. 46 IX)!" cent. '1he dit.ference3 arc more proammciJd ffR this 
Gl"OUp 6,3 .. )1. per eont tend tGINrd tbe positive am 9.35 pel" cent taward ~ 
oogati'ie. In the Ail de[.'1'Oo ~ 61.11 respooiad pos1t1voly and in the 
tccbni.cal/eert1.fieate ~~ 66.61 responded positively. 'lbe non-~te c;rou;p 
rosptlt'lded post tivelY' on.ly bO. S6 prl" oat am aegatiwly 18.33 per cent. 
It :ta possible that the student who experienced BUnce •• in jun10r college 
ter.ded to WJspoD1 pooi t,1"~"ly vl th Nla tton to this questton. 
CPr !2~ s;atte,fi Educat~l.C'bJ!ct1V$S 
'lb.a results i.ndicatiDg ft~S to +..be quesUon are shown in fablc.'a 60 
t.h:rough 6h.. Tho question as ahotm in t1w qu9aticmna1l"'e va •• 
Do 1fJtl think jI"OUl" ~urdw collsge ~lm 8Ui ted. yvt,Jr edueatiO!'lal obje(~t1les? 
'The general poo:i. tiw responoo vas 14.73 per eent end. the begativ6 N~ome 
.. 8.41 per GGnti# tbe O\lsrall ~~ to this q.u.est1on w.s poait1~; ill 
ueept the ncn .. ~duatc ~ in the aigbt,. per cent, with So small percentage 
Of' "No Ca:anr:;.!i 
On the basis o.f the responses of tAis ~ :i t eM 'be said that the 
tclucatton.u object:i:,~s nr t.b.e st.trlmt are be~ met by' the junior .:!ollage 
'lhe resul t.s indica t.ing re~s to the queation ~ shc."al in Tab.ltts 65 
..... 69. The ques~.:;ion as alum l' the C':}'USstionnaire 'fIllS! 
-108 
1'ABr.,;B JS 
S1'UDEN'l OP.ENIOH ACCOi1ImI} 1'0 sml ABD ~ 1'0 QUESl'lDlh 
00 !OU !HDK !CIJR .nnaOR 0C'I.tII.1E PBOOUH 001f.lm toUR 
'fOC1&.'1'IOIAL PLAIS'I 
-- .~ .. • " ~ 
Opt •• Ha1a '-le Mal 
II. 
" 
a.. 
" 
Ie. 
" 
~Dea1 26 11.11 11 21.. 
" 
..60 
S- IS )8.81 60 1a1.)8 lID ».1Ii 
No Coil •• ' ~ u." 15 lo.)L .sa 15." 
1'817 BelAGI 13 I.'" 11l ,.66 27 7.Lt 
.a..t __ 12 5.11B 10 6.90 22 6.~ 
II Baepc:afe 1.0 18.21 1$ lG..3Ja ~ 1$.l1 
fatal. .219 100.00 ll$$ 100.00 .36l& 100.00 
-. 
., ........ , . . " .. *.1 • 
---
'ill I, 
'·1 
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'fABLE S7 
ceo PROlRAM SUITED VOCA'l'IONAt PLANS AA DmREE/DlPL(}%A S'rUDE'tflS I RESPONSES 
ACOORDml 'l'O SEX AND PEROMAGE 
Opinion l<Iale Female Total 
lie. % No. % No. % 
, 
Great Deal 11 30 .. 56 8 25.81 19 28.,36 
Some 13 ,36.11 13 U.9h 26 .;8.81 
No Comtlen"\., 6 16.67 2 6.45 8 11.94 
Very' SeldQll1 2 5 .. 55 2 6.45 4 5.97 
iAlmos t ~leyer 1 2.78 2 6.45 
.3 4.48 
80 Response :; 8.33 4 12.90 7 10.44 
~tal 36 100.00 
.31 100.00 67 100.00 
I 
---
pi 
TABLE 58 
CCC PROGRAM SUITED VOCATIONAL PLANS 
TECHNICAL/CERTIFICATE STUDENTS' RESPONSES 
ACCORDlNG TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE 
.. ~ 
Opinion Mal. F.mal. 
. 
No. % No. % 
Great Deal 2 9.52 L 22.22 
Some 11 52.38 9 50.00 
No Comment 2 9.52 3 16.61 
Very Seldom 4 19.05 • • • • 
Almost Never 2 9.53 1 5.55 
Ho Response 
• • • • 1 5.56 
. 
total 21 100.00 18 100.00 
~L 
Total 
No. 
6 
20 
5 
L 
3 
1 
39 
111 
% 
15.39 
51.28 
12.82 
10.26 
1.69 
2.56 
100.00 
i 
.--
,I 
II 
TABLE ,9 
ecc PROGRAM SUITED VOCATIONAL PLANS 
NON-Gtw:UA'1'E Sl'UDmTS' RESPONSES 
ACCORDING 'l'O SEX AND PlmCENTAGE 
Opinion Male Female 
No. ,; No. % 
Great Deal 13 12.26 12 16.22 
Some 23 21.70 25 33.78 
No Comment 23 21.70 7 9.46 
V'17 Seldom 9 8.49 10 13.51 
Almost Never 8 7." 6 8.11 
No Response )0 28.)0 1h 18.92 
-
Total 106 100.00 74 100.00 
---
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Total 
No. % 
2, 1).89 
48 26.67 
)0 16.67 
19 10." 
14 7.78 
Wi 24.L4 
180 100.00 
II' 
'I' 
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TABLE 60 
STUDENT OPINION ACCORDJNG TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE TO CUESTION: IX) YOU THINK YOUR JUNIOR COLLEOE PROORAM SUITED YOUP II'" EWCATIOOAL OBJECTIVES? 
Opinion Male Female Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Great Deal 61 27.85 ,2 35.85 113 31.04 
Some 91 41.55 68 46.90 159 43.69 No Comment 13 ,.94 8 5.52 21 5.77 
VeI'1 Seldom 12 5.48 10 6.90 22 6.04 Almost Never 6 2.74 
.3 2.07 9 2.L7 No Response 36 16.44 4 2.76 40 10.99 
Total 219 100.00 U, 100.00 364 100.00 
--L 
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TABLE 61 
eee PROOFAM SJ ITED EOOCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 
SENlOR COLLmE S'IUDmTS' RESPCltSES 
ACCORDING TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE 
Opinion Mal. Female Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Great Deal 35 40.70 30 56.61 6, 46.76 
Some 35 40.69 18 33.96 53 38.13 
No Comment 2 2.33 3 5.66 5 3.60 
Very Seldom 7 8.14 2 3.77 9 6.47 
Almost Never 3 3.49 • • • • 3 2.16 
Ho Response 4 4.6, • • • • 4 2.88 
Total 86 100.00 S3 100.00 139 100.00 
....... 
11.5 
TABLE 62 
CCC PROGRAM SUITED EIDCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 
AA DIDREE/DIPLOMA STUDiNTS' RESPONSES 
ACCORDlNG TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE 
Opinion Male Female Total 
No. % No. % No • % 
Great Deal 20 .55.5.5 18 .58.06 38 .56.72 
SOllle 11 30.56 7 22 • .58 18 26.87 
No Comment 1 2.78 3 9.68 4 .5.97 
Very Seldom 1 2.78 • • • • 1 1.49 
Almost Never • • • • • • • • • • • • 
10 Response 3 8.33 3 9.68 6 8.9; 
'rotal 36 100.00 31 100.00 67 100.00 
/ 
..... 
b 
'I' " 
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TABlE 6) 
cce PROGRAM SUITED EOOCATIONAL OBJEC'l'IVES TECHNICAL/CERTIFICATE S'l'UDENTS' RESPCIlSES 
ACCORDING TO SEX AND PImCENTAGE 
. .. 
Opinion Male Female Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Great Deal 5 2).81 ) 16.67 8 20.52 
Some 11 52.)8 1) 72.22 24 61.,4 
No Comment 1 4.76 2 11.11 3 7.69 
Very Seldom 3 14.29 • • • • 3 7.69 
Almost Never 1 4.76 • • • • 1 2.56 
No Response 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
. .. . 
-Total 21 100.00 18 100.00 39 100.00 
.... 
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TABLE 64 
CCC PROORAM SUITED EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 
NON GRAIUATE STUDFN'JS' RESPONSES 
ACCORDlNG TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE 
... .. 
Opinion Hale Female Total 
, 
No. % No. % No. % 
Great Deal 16 15.09 18 24.32 34 18.89 
Some 41 38.68 35 47.30 76 42.22 
No Comment 10 9.43 3 4.05 13 7.22 
Very Seldom 2 1.89 7 9.46 9 5.00 
Almost Never 2 1.89 3 4.06 , 2.78 
No Response 35 3).02 8 10.81 h3 23.89 
Total 106 100.00 74 100.00 180 100.00 
....... 
.. i j 
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Do you think ~our junior college program suited your per80nalneede? 
The general pOsitive opinion to this question was $6.05 per cent, and the 
negative opinion was 19.$0 per cent. The senior college group, 67.62 per 
cent, and the AA degree group, 79.11 per cent, were more positive in their 
response to this question than the average of total respondents. 
Thoae students who succeastUlll' completed the junior college program 
might probably have done so on the basis of their personal needs. The senior 
college group, who may have been using the junior college for a 'Nat ting room, 
might also see the junior college program ae suiting their personal needs. 
Understanding of Intereets and Abilities 
The results indicating responses to the question are shown in Tables 70 
through 74. The question as shown in the questionnaire was: 
Have you become aware of a better understanding, while in college, of your interests and abilities? 
The general positive opinion was 71.97 per cent .nd the negative opinion 
was 6.32 per cent. In all groups over fifty per cent felt they acquired a 
better understanding of their interests and abilities while in oollege. The 
.emor college and AA degree groups were more positive than the average, 87.17 per cent, and 86.57 per cent, respeotively. The response to this question had 
the least percentage of negative responses. 
The cOl'lOlus1on can be drawn that thrcugh attendance at CCC the students, 1Iho responded, did gain a better understanding ot their interests and 
.. btU ties • 
~r. Underetandir:gs A!,S!:l!!:~ 
'!'his question relatee to the previous queetion in an attempt to discover 
TABLE 65 
STUIENT OPINION ACCORDlNG TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE TO CUESTION DO YOU mJNK YOUR JUNIOR COLLEnE PROGRAM SUITED YOUR PERSONAL NEEDS? 
119 
Opinion Male Female Total 
No. No. No. 
Great Deal 41 18.72 )0 20.69 71 19.51 
Some 7.3 .3.3.33 60 41.)7 133 36.54 
No Comment 27 12.33 12 8.28 39 10.n 
Very Seldom 22 10.05 21 14.48 43 11.81 
Almost Never 18 8.22 10 6.90 28 7.69 
10 Response 38 17.35 12 8.28 50 13.74 
Total 219 100.00 145 100.00 364 100.00 
120 
TABLE 66 
cee PROOPAM SUITED PERSONAL NEEDS SENIOF. COLLEGE STUDENTS' RESPONSES ACCORDlNO TO SEX AND PERClmTAOE 
Opinion Male Female Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Oreat Deal 19 22.09 14 26.42 33 23.74 
Some 40 46.51 21 39.62 61 43.88 
No Comment 6 6.98 2 3.77 8 5.76 
VelY Seldom 10 11.63 9 16.98 19 1).67 Almost Never 6 6.98 5 9.43 11 7.91 
10 Response 5 5.81 2 3.78 7 5.04 
Total 86 100.00 53 100.00 139 100.00 
...... 
L 
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TABLE 67 
eee PROORAM SUITED PERSONAL NEEDS AA DEGREE/DIPLOMA STUDENTS' RESPONSES ACCORDING TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE 
Opinion Male Female Total 
No. % No • % No. ~ 
• I 
. 
-Great Deal 13 36.11 10 32.26 23 34.33 Some 16 h4.4lI. 14 45.16 30 44.78 No Comment 1 2.78 1 3.23 2 2.98 Very Seldom 2 5.55 2 6.45 4 ,.97 Almost Never 2 5.,6 1 3.22 3 4.48 No RespolUlEJ 2 5.56 3 9.68 5 7.46 
'total 36 100.00 31 100.00 67 100.00 
--l 
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TABLE 68 
eec PROGRAM b11ITED P!ROONAL NEEDS TECHNICAl/CERTIFICATE STUDENTS' RESPONSES ACCORDlNG TO SEX AND PERCDlTAGE 
. 
..... . 
• 
-
Opinion 
Male Female Total 
- .. No. % No. % No • % . 
Great Deal 4 19.05 4 22.22 8 20S1 Some 6 28.,1 8 44.44 14 3,.90 No Comment 5 23.81 1 5.,6 6 15.39 Very Seldom 2 9.52 :3 16.61 5 12.82 Almost Never 4 19.05 1 5.56 5 12.82 No Response 
• • • • 1 5.55 1 2.56 
Total 21 100.00 18 100.00 39 100.00 
--
i 
12) 
TABIE 69 
CCC PROORAM SUITED PlmSONAL NEEDS NCIf-GF.A.DUA'l'E STtJDEXTS' RESPONSES ACCORDING TO SEX AND PERCENTAG E 
- • • 
Opinion Male Female Tot«l 
. 
No. % No. % No. % 
Great Deal 13 12.26 10 13.51 23 12.78 
Some 21. 22.64 28 37.84 52 28.89 
No C01lm8nt 1, 14.15 10 13.,1 25 13.89 
Very Seldom 9 8.49 8 10.81 17 9.44 
Almost Never 8 7.55 3 4.06 11 6.11 
No Response 37 34.91 15 20.27 ,2 28.89 
Total 106 100.00 74 100.00 180 100.00 
-L 
__ --------------.................... :.:1.: .... ··;· 
l" 
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where the student received help in becoming aware of his interests and 
abilities. Although the response to the previous question was high, on the positive side, the non-response to this question was greater; 34.34 per cent. The students were given three choices and "other (please specify)" to choose from. Many students wrote "self" in the "other" category, therefore another 
category was added in tabulating to allow for "self". The results are shown in Tables 75 through 79. 
As a group, 31.,9 per cent said the help came from a teacher; 12.36 per 
cent said it came from a c~selor; 9.62 per cent said it came from self; 8.,2 per cent said "other" and 3.57 per cent received help from guidance tests. 
The highest percentage of help received, in each of the groups, was from 
a teacher; with the senior college group it was 41.73 per cent, and with the AA degree group 44.78 per cent. 
A wider disparity is noted in those who said th'Y received help from a 
counselor; the senior college students, 17.99 per cent, the AA degree students, 22.39 per cent, technical/certificate students, 7.69 per cent, and the non-graduate students, 8.33 per cent. 
Of those who received help from guidance tests, the non-graduate students had the highest percentage, 4.45 per cent. The AA degree group had none and 
the senior college group, .72 per cent. 
The non-graduate group also had the highest percentage in the "self" 
category, 12.11 per cent, with the lowest percentage in the AA degree group, 4.47 per cent. 
It is possible the non-graduate students worked things out for themselves btc«use they did not know where to go to receive assistance. 
--
-
I 
I 
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TABLE 70 
STUDENT OPINION ACCORDING TO SEX AND PERCEN'l'AGE TO CUESTION: HAVE YOU BECOME AWARE or A BETTER mmERSTANDlNG, WHILE IN COLLEDE, OF YOT.m INTERESTS AND ABILmES? 
• 
.. 
. .. 
.. 
Opinion Male Female Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Great neal 96 43.84 65 44.83 161 44.22 Some 55 25.11 46 31.72 101 27.75 No COIlment 15 6.85 16 11.03 31 8.52 Very Seldom 9 4.11 7 4.83 16 4.40 Almost Never 3 1.37 4 2.76 7 1.92 No Response 41 18.72 7 4.83 48 13.19 
. 
Total 219 100.00 145 100.00 )64 100.00 
I 
-
Opinion 
Great Deal 
Some 
No Comment 
Very Seldom 
Almost Never 
Ho Reeponae 
Total 
l 
TABLE 71 
UNDERSTANDING OF lNT1!RESTS AND ABILITIES SENIOR COLI..!OE Sl'UDENTS' RESPctlSES ACCORDIIG '1'0 SEX AND PERCEN1'AGE 
Male Fe.le 
No. % No. % 
52 60.47 27 50.94 
21 24.42 22 41.51 
4 4.65 1 1.89 
2 2.)2 2 ).77 
1 1.16 
• • • • 
6 6.98 1 1.89 
86 100.00 53 100.00 
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Total 
No. ~ 
79 56.83 
4) 30.94 
5 3.60 
L 2.88 
1 0.71 
7 5.04 
139 100.00 
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TABLE 72 
UNDERS'l'ANDlNG OF IN'l'mESTS AND ABILITIES AA DPDREE/DIPImA STUDENTS' RESPONSES ACCOODlIG TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE 
Opinion Male Female Total 
No. % No. % No • % 
. 
Great Deal 21 58.34 12 38.71 33 49.26 
Some 9 25.00 16 51.61 25 37.31 No Comment 3 8.33 1 3.23 4 5.97 Very Seldom 
• • • • 1 3.23 1 1.49 Almost Never 
• • • • 1 3.22 1 1.49 140 Response 3 8.3) 
• • • • 3 4.48 
Total 36 100.00 )1 100.00 67 100.00 
..... 
l 
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TABLE 73 
UNDFRSTANDlNG OF m'I'lmESTS AND ABILITIES 
TECHNICAL/CERTIFICATE 5TtJDarrs' RESPONSES ACCORDlNG TO SEX AND PERcm'l'AGE 
Opinion J-tale Female Total 
No. ~ No. rt, No. % 
-Great Deal 8 38.10 5 27.78 13 33.33 
Some 7 33.33 9 50.00 16 41.03 
No Comment 2 9.$2 3 16.67 5 12.82 
Very Seldom 4 19.05 1 5.55 5 12.82 
Almost Never 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
No Response 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
Total 21 100.00 18 100.00 39 100.00 
....... 
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TABLl14 
UNDERSTANDING OF INTERESTS AND ABILl'1'IES NCR-GFAroATE STUD1!NTS' RESPONSES ACCORDING TO SEX AND R1:RCFJlTAGE 
Opinion Male Female Total 
Ho. ~ No. % No. ~ 
Great Deal 30 28.30 )1 41.89 61 )).89 
Some 2, 23.,8 13 17.57 38 21.11 
No COmment 8 1." 11 14.86 19 10.,6 
Very Seldom 3 2.83 4 ,.41 7 3.89 
Almost Never 2 1.89 2 2.70 4 2.2~ 
No Response 38 35.85 13 17.57 ,1 28.); 
Total 106 100.00 74 100.00 180 100. DC 
.... 
- --------------.... ......-..---
jiiiii* 
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The Stuopnt Personnel Services were available to help the students. It 
was stated in Chapter II that when the student entered, the counselor, through personal interviews, testa, and questionnaires, assisted the student in plan-
ning his educational program and in making vocational choices. 
An orientation clasl val proVided to familiarize the student with the 
fac111 ties available at the college. The faculty assisted in counaeling the 
students aa to courses and curricula, eepecial~ during the registration 
period. 1.he responses to this Question might be innuenced by these factors. In add! ti on ths counaelor may not have had the training for working wi th 
students in personal-social proble. areaa. 
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TABLE 75 
STUIENT OPINION, ACCORDlNG TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE ON WHERE THEY EECEIVED HELP IN BECOMING AWARE OF THEIR INT~ES'1'S AND ABILITIES 
, 
Where Received Male Female Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Guidance Te,ts 8 3.65 5 3.45 13 3.57 
Counselor 29 13.24 16 11.04 45 12.36 
Teacher 67 30.59 48 33.10 115 31.59 
Other 16 7.31 15 10.34 31 8.52 
Self 23 10.51 12 8.28 35 9.62 
No Response 76 34.70 49 33.79 125 34.34 
Total 219 100.00 145 100.00 364 100.00 
.... 
l 
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TABLE 77 
v.'HEF.E UNDERSTANDINGS ACQUIRED AA DIDHEE/DIPLOMA STUDENTS' FESPONSES ACCORDlNG TO SEX AND PERCENTAGE 
'tibere Peceived Male Female Tetal 
Ne. % Ne. % Ne. % 
Guidance Tests 
• • • • • • • • • • • • COWlseler 11 30.55 4 12.90 15 22.39 Teaoher 14 38.89 16 51.61 )0 44.78 Other 2 5.56 4 12.90 6 8.96 Self 2 ,.56 1 ).23 3 4.47 No Response 7 19.h4 6 19.36 13 19.40 
Total 36 100.00 31 100.00 67 100.00 
..... 
---------------r 
1.34 
'fABLE 78 
WHERE UNDJ.mSTANDlNOS ACQU.IRED TECHNICAL/CERtIFICATE S'l'UDENTS' RESPONSES A.CCORDING '1'0 SEX .AND PEtlCEN'UO E 
Where Reoeived Male Female Total 
No. • No. % No. % 
" 
iii' 
Guidance Teste 1 4.76 
• • • • 1 2.56 Counselor 1 4.76 2 11.11 3 7.69 Teacher , 23.81 8 44.44 13 33.34 Other 4 19.0$ 1 5.56 5 12.8~ 
Self 2 9.52 • • • • 2 5.13 No Response e 38.10 7 38.89 15 38.46 
Total 21 100.00 18 100.00 
.39 100.00 
--
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TAU 79 
WillE tJlDmsrANDINOs ACQUIRED H(Jf..QIWIJAU S'fUl)JJr1'S' RI8PONSES ACCClUlING TO SEX AND PERC.TAOE 
wllere Rece! ved Male Female Total 
Jo. • No. • No. ~ 
Guidance Te,ts 4 3.77 4 ,.41 8 4.45 Counselor 8 7.55 7 9.46 15 8.33 
'feacher 22 20.75 14 18.91 36 20.00 Other 5 4.72 , 6.76 10 5.56 Self 13 12.27 9 12.16 22 12.22 No Response 54 50.94 35 47.30 89 49.44 
Total 106 100.00 74 100.00 180 100.00 
--
-----.-~-r 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCWSIONS 
Purpol. 
1he purpose of this ltudy was to dilcover "hat the 196) full time enteri freshmen clas8 were doing four years atter their registration at Chicago City College (CCe). It was a180 an attempt to acquire the student's evaluation of the guidance and counseling aspects of the Student Personnel Service (SPS). 
Procedure 
The Oftice of Instructional Serv1ces made aVailable a li8ting of all the entering full time freshlllen of September 196) in all of the branches of cec. A questionnaire and cover letter were eent to the ),234 students for whom addressee were available. 1here wera h65 questionnaire. that could not be delivered, and excluding these the general .ample was 2,769. The percentage ef return from the general sample was 11.55 per cent. 
A random sample of one thousand was cholen, using the general sample as a bale. '!bose students who had not replied to the first mailing of the questionnaire {853} were sent another questionnaire, and a Deli cover letter. A second follow-up was made b,y lending another questionnaire a new cover letter, and a form requesting the whereabouts of the students to a sub-sample of one hundred, taken from the non-reapondenta of the random sample. 
'lb. percentage of return from the random aample was 36.hO per cent. 
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Findings 
The respondents in the random sample were primarily single, non-graduates ot. CCC, and either working fUll time or in Behoo1 fUll time. A number of the men stated they were in the Anled Forces. 
ReaBon. Lett cee 
Moat of the students who responded left cee in order to transfer to III senior 1netitution, because of money probletn!l, due to poor grades, or because the courses did not meet their educational needs. 
Additional Education 
• 
Of the students who had received or were receiVing additional education, after leaVing CCC, over one-third stated they did so at a senior college. About ten per cent had attended or were att,end1ng s teohnical school. Tho non-response group was cl08e to fifty per cent, and it is not possible to know if they had not received ~ additional education or they chose not to answer the question. 
Ocoupational Preeration 
Over one-third of the students were preparing tor proteasional oocupa-tions. Over hald of the random sample group did not respond, a. in the que8tion on additional education. The student. who were in a .enior college were preparing for professional occupations. 
!!Ployment Pioture of Students in 1967. 
Almost two-thirds of the women who were employed part time or full time 1n 1967 were in Clerical or Kindred occupations. 'lbe employment pattern of -
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the men is more varied. Between eight and tlfelve per cent, in descending 
order, indicated Clerical and Kindred, Non-}lanufacturing, Sales and Kindred, 
and Managerial and Official. More than one-third of the men did not respond 
to this question. Tb1s includes the men in the Armed Forces who represent 
more than one-fifth of the male sample. 
A little les8 than one-third ot the women said their job was permanent, 
and a little mere than one-third said it was temporary. Less than one-third 
of the women did not responc. 
More than one-fourth of the men said the job was permanent, and less th 
one-third that it was temporary. Approximately two-fifths of the men did no 
respond. 
Over three-fourths or the emplo.yed respondents were very satisfied or 
reasonably satisfied with their job. 
Over Ufo-thirde of the employed respondents relt there was "A Great Dea " 
or "Some" opportunity in their present job. This correlates, somewhat, with 
the individual's satisfaction with his present job. 
More than four-firths of the employed respondents received their 
knowledge and/or experience in on the job training or eome other job experi.e e. 
Less than two-thirds received their knowledge and/or experience in some 
educational institution. 
There is a relationship between the type of present job and where 
knowledge and/or experience tor the present job was gained, since the greate t 
number were emplqyed in clerical, sales, and service occupations, and, in al 
probability, received their training on the job. 
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How Junior College Could Have Been More Helpful. 
Less than half of the students responded to this question and it is 
difficult to dro any concluB1ons. In general most of the rererences were 
made with regard to improvement of counseling, curriculum, faciUties, and 
staff. 
eee Curriculum Better Suited for Transter Students 
Over one-third- ot all the students and almost halt ot the students who 
completed the program at eee and received the JA degree or diploma disagreed 
wi th the statement that the eee program BUi ted the needs ot the transter 
student better than the terminal student. One reason for this might be that 
the student who earned an JA degree/diploma would teel that the eee program 
was as well suited for the student who completed his education in the junior 
oollege as tor the transfer student. 
eee Curriculum Better Suited tor terminal Students 
More than two-tifths ot all the students and over halt ot the JA degree/ 
diploma students and senior college students disagreed wi th the statement that 
the eee program aui ted the needs ot the terminal student better than the 
.tudent who planned to complete his education in some higher insti tuUon. The 
non-response to this statement, torty-five per cent, was the highest tor the 
statements in this group. It is pos8ible that the students did not understand 
1that was meant tw the statement. 
,£2urses Should Be Geared to a Lower Abillty Level 
In this statement almost two-thirds of the Ai degree/diploma students and 
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over half of the senior college students disagreed that the course. should be pitched to the level of those who do not have the ability to suoceed in 
present courses. Close to half of the technical/certificate students ag!eed 
'Wi th the statement. It appears that it the stUdent completed the junior colle€! ~ program or tran.sferred to a senior institution he did not feel that the courses Should be pitched at a lower ability level. 
Advice on Educational Problema 
As 8. group about half of the students felt that proVision was not avail-
able for obtaining advice on educational problems or difficulties. However, 
over two-thirds of the AA degree/diploma students and over half of the senior 
college students felt that such provision was available. 
Advice on Vocational Plans . 
Over two-fifths of all the students agreed that provision was available for obtaining advice on vocational plans. Close to two-thirds of the AA 
degree/diploma etudents and more than half of the teohnioal/certificate 
students agreed with the statement. Some reasons for this might be that these bio groups were more vooationally orientated, or were more unsure of their 
plans and received help in establishing goals. 
!ore Vocational Courses Stould Be Offered 
Almoat half of the students agreed that more vooational courses should be 
ottered. Close to two-thirds of the technical/certificate students agreed 
"lth this statement. It is possible that theee students went to technical 
.ehool to obtain the vocational oourees they were unable to get in the junior College. 
AdViCE! on Personal Problems . 
There was some disagreement wi til the statement that proVision 1s l'Nlde for obtaining advice on personal problems. 1bere were almost an equal number who were undeCided. It 15 possible that because the junior college student, in the metropolitan area, lives at home he would not seek assistanoe witn personal problems and would not knaw if this type of assistance were available. The student may not have felt that the educational insti tution was the place to gst advice on personal problems. L\1e to limited S'tudent Personnel staff they may have experienced difficulty obtaining an appointment and went elsewhere for aseistance. Again, the staff may not have been qualified to give this type of assistance. 
pee Program Suited Vocational Plans 
Over halt of the students said the program at eee sui ted their vooational plans. Over two-thirds ot the AA degree/diploma students, technlcal/certlficat student, and almost two-thirds or the senior college students felt the program sui teo their vocational plans. Of the non-graduates only two-fifths responded in a positive manner to the quest.ion. These results may be infiuenoed 'by the fact that the student who exper1enced success in junior college would tend to responc positively to this queetion. 
££C Prosram SUited Educational ObJectivea 
Almost three-fourths of the students felt that the eee program SUited their educat10nal object! vel. ()Irflr four-fifth. of the studente in all groups, except the non-graduau,e, ralponded p08itive~ 'With only a small number indicating "No Comment." 
CCC Pr2iram Suited Personal Needl 
Over half of the students felt that the CCC program. suited their personal 
needs. Over three-fourths of the AA degree/diploma students, and over t'Wo-
thirds of the senior college students responded pOSitively to this question. 
Understanding of Interests and Abilities 
Close to three-fourths of all the students tel t they had become aware of a better understanding, while in college, ot their interests and abilities. Over 
81gh ty-five per cent of the AA degree/d!plotUa group and senior college group 
responded positively to the ~estion. There were fewer negative responses to 
this question than the previous questions or statements. 
wbere UnderstandiEis AC9!ired 
The highest percentage of hall' received, in each of the groups, was from a teacher. Over two-firths of the AA degree/diploma group and senior coll.ge group gave the teacher as the per.on from whom they received assistance in 
acquiring a better understanding ot their interests and abilities. The non-graduates received more help than the other groups from guidance tests and 
from "self". '!he AA degree/diploma st.udents and senior college students 
received more help from a counselor than did the technical/certificate group or 
non-graduate group. 
Lilli tations ot Thia Investigation 
Caution should h4I 1III1erci.ed in interpreting the date obtained in thi. investigation due to the low percentage of return. This could have been due to 
the four year lapse of ti •• , the military a1tuation, students away from home, 
or the dislike of answering questionnaires. 
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fAl. to the lap.e of tiM, the rate of forgetting may have been toe great 
on the part at the non-respondents, and, therefore, they did not respond. 
Since twenty ... two per cent of the males indicated they were in the Armed 
Forces, it is possible that a greater nuber ot non-respondents were in the 
Anled Forces. 
It i. posaible that more of the .tudent. were in a .enior inati tutton, and due to the stre •• ot their college programs, or lack ot time, they did not take the 'tame to lill out the questionnaire. 
More of the studente cDllld be married and due to family responsibil1tie., 
or lack of intereat did not respond. 
Those who anawer que.Uonna1re. differ .!rOta tho .. who do not, therefore, 
the element of btu 18 • 1:11d.t&t1cm of tb1. ltuq. 
IIIIpUoat1 GIll 
It w •• 1\1111 under.tood, when the .tudy .... begun, that mailed que.tion-
naire. do not .chieve •• h1&b a rate of return •• ie de.irable. Another factor fIll1:7 realized, vu that the tiM lapse wwld leeeen the rate of return. It 
has been noted bJ ~ reaearcher. that 111 order to .. oure a better rate of 
retum on follow-up nudie., the etudent.' cooperation ... t be e1:1oi ted while 
they are in .ohoel. If the,. are .... ar. of the i1llportance ot follow-up .tudie. 
they will be more willing to take the ti_ to reapond. 
The Of1'1oe of Instruotional Servioo. hM Ht up thi. t7P8 of pattern with 
the student. who graduate, and 1. 1n the prooe.. ot 1mplell8nting re.earch in 
.aoh branch ot Ch1oago Cl ty College to .ncourage .tudle. of students while ln lobool and when the,. leave. 
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Approximate17 half of the respondente were reo.1V1.ng, or had reo.1ved 
additional. eduoation at a .. n1or college or technioal sabool. AlDloet three-
twrtha received a better understanding of their interesta and abilities while in coUege. To this extent, CCC appeara to fulfill the objeotives eet forth in ita catalog ot 1962-6), aa liated 1n C2lapt.r n Q1 page 12. 
Moat of thos. who responded Aid the)' r.ceived help in acquiring an under-
stand1na of th.ir intereeta and abilities from a teacher. the AA degree/ 
diploma student. IUld een10r collel" student. reoe1ved 1110" help from a 
cCllWlBelor than did the techn1cal/oertitJ.cate group or non-graduate group. 111e 
noD-lr.w.ates rec81 ved aore help than the other groupe trom guidance teata and 
"eelt". 
'lba Student Peraonnel Service, (BPS) ot cce "ere understaffed at the ti_ 
the.e atudents entered. The ton.l struoture ot the SPS va8 inadequate tor the 1nore .. ed enrollMnt,. Im1.na Qd.c&lO 01 ty College" recent reorganization the 
re.tnlctur1ng and .tatt1nC of the SPS hu gained .1l11p.tua. 
S1nc. over one-third lett cce bec ... ot DlOn87 probleu or poor grad •• , 
th1. i. an area that require. tI.lrth.r oons1d.rat1on. When the student. _re 
asked if the oour... 1b000ld be pl. tolled to the l.rtel of tao. who do not h.... th 
al:d.Utr to sucoeed in pre .. nt cour.e., allaollt halt ot the teohnioal/certit1cat, ltudents &lreed that th.1. Mou.ld be done. 'When the .tudente .... re .. ked how 
their juntor oollege experienc. could have been .... helpful {tre. r'iifJ~!I"), 
1I1Ore o0UD8eUng and help with etuq habit. "ere the reapon ... given 1I0.t 
frequently. It i' evident that there were ve&kne'M. in the SPS in the •• area. The respondents felt that the ceo prograa IlUited their eduoational 
obJeot1ve., and that pro'V1a1on wae _de for obtain1.ng advice on eduoational 
problema. 
All except the non-graduates felt that the ecc program suited their 
TocaUon&l plan., and that provision was I'.ade tor obtaining advice on 
Tocat1cmal plan.. This appears to be an area that requires futher investiga-tion. 
The technical/certificate student. felt that \9ore vocational course. shaul.( be ott.red. fer_nal programs preparing students fcr 'Work in data proceSSing, 
eleotronics, and medical technolou, have been in.tituted ance the freshmen 
ola., of 1963 .mtered. Chicago CLty College appears to be meeting the needs ot the students in this area, .s soon &s needs becOll8 apparent and program. can be d.velo~d. 
over half' of the respondenta telt that the cce prograa sui ted their 
peraonal needs, but either were undecided or felt that provision 'Was not 
available tor advice on personal probleu. It i. poae1ble that the commtlter 
.tudent dNa not look to the collece for a.sistanoe in this area. 
On the buis of the "aulta ot tb1" atud7, and the changes made in the 
ourrioulua and SPS at CCC Id.nce 1963, there have been gradual adjustments _de 
in the ars .. ot "e.knell.. More zwed" to be done .. Nt the trainlng of student personnel workers for the junior college leYel haa not been adequate to _et 
the demand tor them. 
aag,e.t1ona For Further nesearch 
It is important to establlsh a pattern of tollow-up v1 tb the students to be able to obtain the ne.ded information to upgrade curriculum, $PS, facilities, I.Ild atatt. 'fbi.. 18 more otten done Wi tb the graduates, who can be termed the IUcc ••• ~l product., than the non-graduates, who are more diffIcult to oontact. 
A. questionnaire, or other appropriag. inatruments, might be developed to 
d.t.rld.ne why .tud.nt. le ... e jun:lor college betore completion ot the program, 
and to furth.r ... t the need. of OlUT1cular chang... !hose student. "ho vith-
draw tOI'llaUy "wId till it eut at the t1. ot ... ithdrawal. !hoae student. who 
ju.t drop ... ould be Mil.d th. qu. •• tionna.1re a •• oon .. this intoraUon va. 
a'Va! lable. 
ApproximatelJ • ..,.nt,. per c.nt ot the rellpond.nt ••• " nployed bet .... en 
1963 and 1967. P .... arch in job plac.ment i. an important ar.a ot consideration 
'lh. plao •• nt omce. Il1ght 1Datt tute a program ot ruearch and de'V.lopaent to 
.. et th. ne.d. of the.e .tud.nts. 
The tIP. and ld.nd ot couna.l1nI faoillti •• needed b7 the junior college 
stud.nt n.ed. to be furth.r inftet1lated, 81ne. thi •• tudent ueu.allJ coamtes 
and may be • ..,loJ". Ittterent ld.nd. and t)'Pe. ot come.l1Dg taciliti •• -7 
need to be illple_nted tor the part ti_ stud.nt, tor the f\111 ti .. student, 
and tor the .tudent who intend. to traneter to a HmOI' inlt1 tut4. on. 
W1 th 1101'. 8II{i1ae1s be:i.rc placed on the neoe.sit,. ot eduoation be)"Ond high 
achool, the .nrollMnta in JUDior ooUe ••• Vill inerea.. more rap1d11'. SPS 
111.11 need to be .trencthened to _t the educational, vooational, and personal 
need. of the etudent. It 18 a ohall.rce and a vonder1'\11 opportunit:y tor the 
developaent ot an educated oit4.MDl7. It i. a ohallq. whioh _at be .. t. 
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APPDlDlX C 
FIRS'!' em m LI'f'l'ER 
lSS 
Chicago City College 
64 E. LAKE STREET 
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60601 
OFFICE OF TELEPHONE: 782-0200 
THE EXLCUTIVE DIRECTOR 
April 17,1967 
The Chicago City Collee;e (formerly The Chicago City Junior College) is 
sincerely interested in improving its services to our students. We need your 
help in ol'der to learn to what extent ve are achieVing ou:!' p-L:rposes. 
The enclosed inventory is being sent to all students vho entered Chicago 
City College as full-time freshmen in 1963. During the three years since 
entering as a freshman, you may have left school, trans felTed , graduated or 
still be attending. The information you provide us on the enclosed survey 
can be of great assistance to us in helping present enrollees and future 
students. 
Please complete this survey and return it in the enclosed self-addressed, 
stamped envelope. The greater number of you vho reply viII give us a broader 
base on vhich to build for the future. All of your indi v:: dual answers viII 
be treated confidentially. 
We appreciate your generosity in participating in this survey. 
HM:ec 
encl. 
AMUNDSEN-MAYFAIR CAMPUS 
4626 N. KNOX AVE. (30) (DAY) 
A1E;NUE 2·0613 
5110 N. DlMEN AVE. (25) (EVE) 
L.Oi~GS.FACH 1·9861 
/J~Z~~i~ 
Henry Iv! ughamian 
Director of Research and Evaluation 
. C::1::~~:g~y /Ja-rl 
Research Assistant 
CAMPUSES OF THE CHICAGO CITY COLLEGES 
BOGAN CAMPUS 
3939 W. 79TH ST. (52) 
LU OLOW t -2 7 37 
SOUTHEAST CAMPUS 
8600 5. ANTHONY AVE. I. 17) 
REGENT 1·0281 
CRANE CAMPUS 
2250 W. VAN BUREN ST. (12) 
243-8616 
WILSON CAMPUS 
7047 S. STEWART (21) 
488-0900 
FENGER CAMPUS LOOP CAMPUS 
11220 S. WALLACE ST. (28) 64 E. LAKE (1) 
PULLMAN S-5347 782-0200 
WRIGHT CA~'.PUS TV COLLEGE 
3400 N. AUSTIN AVE. (34) 5400 N. SAINT LOUIS !25) 
SPRING 7-7900 588-2000 
156 
Chicago City College 
64 E. LAKE STREET 
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60601 
TELEPHONE: 782·2130 
As one of the Chicago City College 1963 entering full 
time freshmen, you were sent a questionnaire last month, 
and to date, we have not received your reply. 
The students who have attended or are attending Chicago 
City College can help us locate areas of weakness and 
strength. We would appreciate having your evaluation 
as part of the total picture. 
Will you please take a few minutes to fill out and return 
the questionnaire this week? In order to make it more 
convenient for you, another copy of the questionnaire and a 
prepaid envelope are enclosed. 
HM:mhs 
Enc. 
/ 
Sincerely yours, 
i :Ie~'l //e~~~,.<;,~ 
Henry Moughamian, Director 
Research and Evaluation 
//~?J<~ Eli~b~th Langle~ # 
Research Assistant 
CAMPUSES OF THE CHICAGO CITY CO LUGE 
FENGER CAMPUS LOOP CAMPUS 
AMUNDSEN·MAYFAIR CAMPUS 
.626 N. K!'IOX AVE. (30) (DAY) 
AVENUE 2·0613 
BOGAN CAMPUS 
3939 W. 79TH ST. (52) 
LUDLOW '·2737 
CRANE CAMPUS 
2250 W. VAN BUREN ST. (12) 
243-8616 
11220 S.'WALLACE ST. (28) 64 E. LAKE (1) 
PULLMAN 5-5347 782-0200 
11110 N. DAMEN AVE. (25) (EVE) 
LONaBEAcH 1-9861 
* 
SOUTHEAST CAMPUS 
8600 S. ANTHONY AVE. (17) 
REGENT '·0281 
WILSON CAMPUS 
7047 S. STEWART (21). 
488-0900 
WRIGHT CAMPUS TV COLLEGE 
3400 N. AUSTIN AVE. (34) 5400 N. SAINT LOU;S (25) 
SPRING 7-7900 S88·2000 
7 t'WtmH n 
THIRD COVIR LlTT. AND R~UEST FOR WHD.ElBlUTS OF S'l'UD!N'l' 
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L 
OFFICE OF 
THE CHANCELLOR 
Chicago City College 
64 E. LAKE STREET 
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60601 
July 18, 1967 
TELEPHONE: 762.2130 
As one of the Chicago City College 1963 entering full-time freshmen, you 
were sent a questionnaire last month, and, to date, we have not received 
your reply. 
The students who have attended or are attending 
help us locate areas of weakness and strength. 
important part of the total evaluation. 
Chicago City College can 
Your responses form an 
Will you please take a few minutes to fill out and return the questionnaire 
this week? All of your individual answers will be treated confidentially. 
A copy of the results of the study will be sent to you if you should 
desire it. 
In order to make it more convenient for you, another copy of the 
questionnaire and a prepaid envelope are enclosed. 
HM:ec 
Encl. 
+ 
Sincerely yours, 
/ I ''"77 /) / . 
/ r...J;/l" 7 v',,' C.":~7 u. ;" ,v'_,.~ 
Henry Mtmghamia:l<" Director 
Research and Evaluation 
.£~;,;;ki c?{'~ ~~/ 
Eliza~th Langley t1 t1 
Research Assistant 
CAMPUSES OF THE ("llCAGO CITY COLLEGE 
BOGAN CAMPUS 
3939 W. 79TH ST. (52) 
LUOLOW 1 .. 2737 
" 
CRANE CAMPUS 
2250 W. VAN BUREN ST. (12) 
243-86t6 
WILSON CAMPUS 
7047 S. STEWART (21) 
.c88·0900 
FENGER CAMPUS LOOP CAMPUS 
11220 S. WALLACE pT. (2B) 64 E. LAKE (I) 
PU _LMAN 5-5347 782-0200 
WRI';;HT CAMPUS TV COLLEGE 
3400 N. AUSTIN AVE. (34) 5400 N. SAINT LOUIS (25) 
Sf"RING 7-7900 sea.2000 
\. • 'to 
If the person to whom this questionnaire is addressed is not presently at 
home to fill out the enclosed form, please check the reason below and 
return this form in the enclosed prepaid envelope. 
__ -,1. military service 
2. new address (pleas~ write it below) 
---
3. other 
---' 
APPROVft..L SHEET 
The dissertation submitted by Elizabeth Hickok Langley, bas baen 
read and approved by members of the Department ot Education. 
The .f'1J'lal copies have been exam1ned by' the director ot the 
dissertation and the signature wh:lch appears below verit1es the fact that arq 
nece8.ar;r changes have been incorporated and that the dissertation is now give' 
final approval with referenee to content and form. 
The dissertation is there.fore accepted in partial ful.f'Ul1Ient of the 
requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 
